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ABSTRACT 
 
In this paper class based weighted fair queue 
(CBWFQ) algorithm with generic traffic shaping 
mechanism were simulated on an IP router for 
applications bandwidth guarantee. IP Telephone, 
Voice, and HTTP are the traffic classes generated in 
the network. CBWFQ scheme classify packets, 
assign bandwidth to each packet class and, queued 
packets in a buffer for transmission. Network 
simulation environment consisted of two students 
each carries IP Telephone, Voice and HTTP traffic 
was constructed using OPNET Modeler, simulation 
software. Simulation results was studied and 
analyzed. Graphical results show that each traffic 
class met with the minimum bandwidth guaranteed 
and, classes get shaped according to their specified 
traffic rate (bits/sec). This paper contribution can be 
used by an organization (Universities) and 
enterprises as traffic management scheme for better 
QoS. 
 
KEYWORDS 
 
Guaranteed Bandwidth, Internet Traffic, Quality of 
Service, Simulation Results, OPNET Modeler. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

This study presented the used of class based 
weighted fair queue scheduling algorithm for 
IP network applications to met their bandwidth 
requirement. According to [2] almost 850 
million end systems are attached to the internet. 
Cisco virtual networking index [6], predicted 
that about 3.6 billion users will be connected to 
the internet and, 1.4 zettabytes of global traffic 
increases. Bandwidth is one of the QoS 
performance measures on the internet. Its 
scarcity degrades applications performance. 

 Queuing scheduling discipline (QSD) is one 
of the most frequent mechanisms used to 
control congestion in a network. Stored packets 
temporarily in a queue before transmission.  

However CBWFQ enforce fairness in 
sharing bandwidth among different traffic 
classes in the network. Traffics are served 
based on their application type requirement. 
Considering each traffic class, the remaining 
bandwidth is shared to the low priority traffic 
classes. This study contributed the use of 
CBWFQ on an IP-based network to guarantee 
applications bandwidth requirement. 
 
 
2 RELATED WORKS 
 

Many studies and projects have been done in 
the area of QoS performance measures, 
computer network modeling, simulation and 
verification [1], [4], [5].  [5] of these proposed 
a simulation model that evaluated bandwidth 
performance in a corporate network. Presented 
how wider bandwidth increases network 
performance, using OPNET Modeler. The 
paper [4] developed policy based model of 
bandwidth management, simulated using 
graphic network simulator version 3 (GNS3). 
Bandwidth performance improvement was 
recorded. The other research study [1] modeled 
small office / home office (SOHO) network 
using OPNET, pointed out that upgrading link 
data rate will not necessarily be economically 
feasible. The study [3] implemented a 
universities policy based on bandwidth 
management in Zimbabwe. Analysis was 
recorded during the study.  
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Our study differs from the previous research 
studies through constructing an Ethernet 
simulation model using OPNET Modeler for an 
application bandwidth guaranteed.   

Simulation of CBWFQ algorithm with 
generic traffic shaping and policing mechanism 
were implemented on IP router.  The 
applications modeled in the network met their 
QoS requirement. 
 
  
3  QUEUING SCHEDULING DISCIPLINE 

 
3.1 Class Based Weighted Fair Queuing 

(CBWFQ) 

CBWFQ scheduling scheme guaranteed 
bandwidth to each class of service in a network 
during the period of congestion. However uses 
the scheduling techniques of weighted fair 
queue (WFQ) to assign a weight to a different 
class of service based on their QoS, as shown 
in figure 1.  Packets in classes, get services in a 
round-robin fashion based on their virtual 
finish time (VFT). This algorithm dropped 
packet when the buffer is filled. Priority is 
given to certain traffic, mostly real time 
applications (Voice and Video) over non real 
time applications (Email, HTTP and FTP). 
Fairness is enforced in sharing the remaining 
bandwidth among  classes. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1.Class-Based weighted fair queue 
 

 

        For each number of packets within WFQ 
scheduler a weight is assign using equation 1 
 

     
                                 (1) 

             
      ∑    

   
⁄                          (2) 

 
Equation 2 is used to calculate the bandwidth 
of each link based on an assigned weight and 
interface bandwidth (data rate) B. Within each 
class packet get service based on their virtual 
finish time, packets with lower finish time get 
higher priority than any other packets in the 
queue. 
 

  ( )     ( ( )  (   ))  
      ( )

  
        ( )                                              

 
∑     –                                (4) 
 

Congestion occurs when the requested 
bandwidth is greater than the available 
bandwidth. As such packet will get dropped as 
stated in equation 4. 
 
3.2 Priority Queuing (PQ) 

 
Priority queuing scheduling discipline  

assigned the priority of high, medium, normal 
and low to different packets classes based on 
their delay requirement. Priority queueing is 
the traditional queueing techniques used to 
service real-time application (delay in tolerant 
applications). However high priority are asiggn 
to real-time applications which consume all the 
available bandwidth and starve non-real time 
applications. 
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Figure 2.Priority Queue 

 
3.3 General Processor Sharing (GPS) 

  In GPS scheme packets are served in a 
queue based on their arrival time and length. 
Packets arrived first on the queue have higher 
priority of service than late arrived packets.  the 
packets virtual finish time (VFT) determine the 
packets service processes.  

 
 
4 SIMULATION EXPERIMENT 

 
The network simulation environment 

constructed consist of 4 Ethernet workstations, 
4 Ethernet switches, 2 Cisco 7600 routers, all 
link in the network are connected through 10 
Mbits/sec data rate. The  bottleneck link 
between Router1 and Router2  has data rate of 
T1 as shown in figure 3. Similarly student1 and 
student2 generate IP-Telephone, Voice and 
HTTP traffic respectively. The implementation 
of the algorithm, traffic classification and 
policing is on the bottleneck router (Router1). 
Each class was assigned a minimum amount of 
traffic to be forwarded in bit/sec as depicted in 
figure 4 and 5 for Voice and HTTP traffic 
generated by student1.  
 

 
 

Figure3. Simulation Topology 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Student 1 HTTP Traffic 
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Figure 5.Student1 Voice traffic. 
 

 
5 SIMULATION RESULT 

 
At 500 seconds simulation duration a 

discrete event statistics (DES) was collected 
and different simulation results were studied 
and analyzed.  

Results for different network including 
traffic sent and traffic received were obtained 
graphically. The graph depicted in figure 6, 
shows student1 HTTP traffic received of 
200Kbits/sec at time 2 minutes as guaranteed 
and minimum shaping requirement of 
182Kbits/sec respectively.  

The overall graphs for different traffic 
generated by student1 and student2, during the 
experiment show that all applications met their 
minimum bandwidth requirements and, each 
class gets shaped to their specified rate. 
Admittedly simulation result highlights the 
impact of CBWFQ on IP router discipline for 
guaranteed QoS. CBWFQ is an important 
scheduling discipline that has been 
implemented on IP router which governed the 
transmission of a packet in a network.  

 

 
 

Figure 5.Student 1 HTTP Traffic Sent 
 

 
 

Figure 6.Student 1 HTTP Traffic Received  
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Figure 7.Student 1 IP Tel Traffic Sent 
 
 

 
 

Figure 8.Student 1 IP Tel Traffic Received 
 

 
 

Figure 9.Student 1 Voice Traffic sent 
 
  

 
 

Figure 10.Student1 Voice Traffic Received 
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6 CONCLUSION 
 

This research contributed the use of 
CBWFQ in an organization enterprises or 
(universities) IP based Network router for 
efficient QoS. The simple-Ethernet network 
model the implementation of class-based 
weighted fair queue (CBWFQ) with generic 
traffic shaping mechanism on a cisco router. 
HTTP, Voice and IP-Telephone were the traffic 
generated.  

Simulation results show that the minimum 
bandwidth guaranteed to each traffic is met and 
classes get shaped to their specified value. 
Further researches can be carried out to 
investigate the effect of changing the traffics 
generation by the clients and traffic type 
respectively.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
The World Report on Disability, produced jointly by 
the World Health Organization and the World Bank 
[1], states that about 15% of the world’s population 

experiences some form of disability. This represents 
approximately 1 billion people who struggle with the 
lack of services and face many obstacles in their daily 
activities, including those related to the access and use 
of ICTs (Information and Communication 
Technologies), drastically enlarging the “digitally 

excluded” population. To help address the digital 

divide, a Brazilian electric utility company is designing 
and deploying a high-tech, user-friendly, inclusive 
customer service facility aimed at rendering a wide 
range of services by means of several gadgets such as 
interactive panels, tables, tablets, and ATMs 
(Automated Teller Machines). For doing so, the 
applications to be developed and run on those devices 
and terminals will need to be carefully studied and 
previously tested in order to meet the needs and 
expectations of the target audience. This paper 
describes an interactive and participatory workshop to 
carry out a collaborative icon creation process for the 
interfaces of such applications, thus contributing for a 
better navigation experience. 
 
KEYWORDS 
 
Participatory design, icons, iconography, accessibility, 
digital inclusion 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
According to the studies of the World Health 
Organization and the World Bank [1], about 15% 
of the world’s population lives with some form of 

physical or sensory disability. This means that 
approximately 1 billion people suffer from some 
kind of impairment, which is likely to hinder their 
access to information and communication 
technologies. 

Considering this scenario, one of the largest 
electric utility companies in Brazil1 is carrying 
out, in partnership with the Telecommunications 
Research and Development Center – CPqD, a 
project to create and develop innovative user-
friendly solutions to serve all kinds of users. The 
target audience includes people with some of the 
most common forms of disability, such as visual, 
hearing or motor impairments, as well as 
individuals with temporary mobility impairment 
and age-related disabilities, and even those with 
difficulties caused by insufficient literacy skills. 

The project’s main goal is to design and deploy 

a walk-in customer service facility that will enable 
users (included in the priority plan or not) to 
autonomously interact with devices and request 
services with little or no assistance from a 
facilitator. It is expected that they will be able to 
use multimodal devices such as interactive panels 
and tables, tablets and ATMs. 

The rationale of this study is that the use of 
well-designed and functional icons can enhance 
the overall usability and intelligibility of customer 
services based on self-service kiosks and other 
technological gadgets, making customer service 
more inclusive and effective [2]. 

According to Nadin [3], icons are the interface 
elements with which users can directly interact 
(when used with other elements, such as buttons, 
for instance). 

In the late 80s, the theory of action from 
Donald Norman [4] presented the so-called gulfs 
of interaction, which correspond to hypothetical 
depictions that create bottlenecks between mental 
models of users and designers. In other words, 
they occur when the real interaction does not 
correspond to the user’s expectations. The 

presence of gulfs damages the intelligibility of 

                                                 
1 Companhia Energética de Minas Gerais - Cemig 
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interfaces and systems as a whole. In this sense, 
Norman emphasizes the need of shortening these 
gulfs, figuratively putting the systems closer to the 
mental model of the users. This requires the 
construction of interfaces that meet the 
expectations of the target audience. 

Mental models can be understood as how 
individuals form models of systems. The singular 
nature of each individual affects how an interface 
is perceived. According to Nielsen [5]: 
 

“What users believe they know about a UI 

strongly impacts how they use it. 
Mismatched mental models are common, 
especially with designs that try something 
new” 
 

That is why it is important to build user 
interfaces that satisfactorily meet the target 
audience’s expectations, bridging the gaps 

between users and designers’ mental models. 

These efforts result in enhanced interaction 
experience and satisfaction, positively 
contributing to lower rejection rates of a given 
system. 

It is important to emphasize the importance of 
participatory workshops involving the target 
audience, bringing the actual users into the design 
process and using their feedback to guide the 
interface development process. 

User interface icons affect different aspects of 
HCI (Human-Computer Interaction) and must be 
carefully studied and designed [17], [18]. This is 
particularly true in the case of representations that 
are supposed to replicate real-world concepts. In 
the scope of this study, icons should guide users, 
especially low-literacy populations, navigating 
through multiple steps or pages. Thus, effective 
icons must replicate real-life aspects and the 
elements of each service as they are perceived by 
typical users. Such combination requires a 
comprehensive understanding of the services 
made available by the electric utility and the users’ 

mental models. 
Given this context, the aim of this paper is to 

report an interactive and participatory workshop 
carried out to enrich the design of UI (User 
Interface) icons. The involvement of users from 
diverse backgrounds was a strategic differential, 
once the more heterogeneous the group of users is 

the more reliable the collected results tend to be, 
allowing a more comprehensive assessment of the 
problem. 

We discuss below the main results of the 
workshop, as well as some of the lessons learned. 
 
2 USABILITY AND ACCESSIBILITY 
 
Usability can be defined as a quality attribute used 
to measure the quality of UIs [6]. Usability aspects 
include efficiency of use, memorability, 
learnability, errors, and satisfaction.  

Efficiency refers to the users’ proficiency level 

in using and learning a system for the first time, 
once some systems can be so complex that users 
do not reach any significant level of usage 
proficiency even after using them for years. 

Memorability evaluates how occasionally users 
can remember how to use a system without having 
to start from scratch each time. Regarding this, 
when it comes to interfaces, Nielsen [7] states that 
it is always better to promote recognition over 
remembering: 

 
“Showing users things they can recognize 

improves usability over needing to recall 
items from scratch because the extra 
context helps users retrieve information 
from memory” 
 

Errors can be defined as problems that occur 
when tasks are being performed. In such 
situations, applications must deal well with 
incorrect behaviors, helping users recover from 
errors. 

Finally, satisfaction is the aspect that identifies 
the level of user satisfaction when interacting with 
applications and accomplishing tasks, meaning 
that systems are supposed to be enjoyable for 
users to interact with. 

With respect to accessibility, according to the 
W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) [8], it refers 
to the availability of tools and models that make a 
system accessible to every user, including people 
with special needs such as sensory or motor 
impairments, low-literate and elderly people. 

W3C [8] states that creating accessible tools 
means to help people overcome access barriers 
regardless of their profile/background. It also 
points out that assistive tools are good not only for 
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people with permanent disabilities, but also for the 
public at large, such as people experiencing 
temporary impairment (i.e., mobility impairment 
requiring the use of crutches, canes or walkers). 

Both usability and accessibility are essentially 
user-centered concerns. The former addresses the 
ease of use of a system while the latter how it can 
be accessed by several user profiles. That is to say, 
because a specific software is user-friendly does 
not necessarily mean it is suitable to people with 
disabilities. 

As for the inclusive walk-in facility to be 
deployed, all interactive devices complies with 
usability and accessibility requirements, in order 
to effectively meet the needs and expectations of 
the target audience. Besides, the following 
concepts of Universal Design [9] are also guiding 
the design process: 

 Equitable Use: design for people with diverse 
abilities; 

 Flexibility in Use: multi-profile suitability; 
 Simple and Intuitive Use: make an interaction 

easy to understand, regardless of the user’ 

experience (ICTs); 
 Perceptible Information: effectively 

communicate necessary information to users; 
 Tolerance for Error: reduced error hazard 

during interaction; 
 Low Physical Effort: design for comfortable 

use and minimum fatigue; 
 Size and Space for Approach and Use: design 

for appropriate use regardless of user’s body 

size, mobility, and so on. 
 

3 PARTICIPATORY DESIGN 
 

Participatory design aims at actively involving all 
stakeholders (i.e., developers, end users, partners, 
etc.) in a product’s design, allowing the creation of 

solutions that meet all needs [10]. 
This practice first appeared in Scandinavia in 

the 70s motivated by a Marxist commitment of 
democratically empowering workers, generating 
agreements between trade unions and factories 
that allowed workers to deliberate about new 
technologies in the workplace. In the past, workers 
were forced to accept products disregarding their 
real needs, which often negatively affected their 
working routine [10]. 

In participatory design activities, all 
participants are required to interact with designers, 
researchers and developers and may be involved 
from the initial design stage (i.e., problem 
definition and exploration) to the last phases, 
engaging in collaborative development and 
validation of prototypes and solutions [10]. 

According to Spinuzzi [10], participatory 
design workshops may contribute to the 
improvement of people’s quality of work, 

providing them with more autonomy to handle 
tools, processes, concepts, and to perform tasks 
more efficiently. 

One of the key points of participatory design 
approach is the collaborative work [10], and the 
more heterogeneous the group of end users is the 
more reliable and comprehensive the results 
obtained tend to be (data, suggestions and 
feedback collected). Considering such a very 
broad and heterogeneous target audience 
(including an inclusive customer service facility 
tailored to the needs of wheelchair users, the 
visually/hearing impaired, elderly people, and 
non-literate/semi-literate individuals) the 
workshop brought together perspectives of multi-

 
 
Figure 1. Participants gathered around tables during the workshop: (a) Group 1; (b) Group 2; (c) Group 3. 
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profile end users. In the literature, authors have 
carried out researches embracing multiple user 
profiles, as Hayashi and Baranauskas [11] who 
worked simultaneously with deaf, non-literate, and 
elderly participants. Cober et al. [12] and Potter et 
al. [13] focused on a more specific audience: 
respectively, blind adults and deaf children. The 
case study reported next intended to reach the 
project’s widely ranged target audience so that the 
principles of Universal Design [9] could be 
comprehensively applied along interface 
development stage. 
 
4 CASE STUDY: INTERACTIVE 
PARTICIPATORY DESIGN WORKSHOP 
 
The study described herein was part of a broader 
workshop [14] consisting of three distinct 
activities that took place in the same day. First, an 
icon intelligibility study was conducted, aiming at 
measuring success rate in the identification of 
icons from 15 typical services of an electric utility 
company. 

Next, interaction activities involving 
participatory design (group) and prototype 
interface (individual) were conducted 
simultaneously. 

At that point, participants freely produced 
drawings and artifacts to help designers model 
effective iconic representations to be used in the 
interface of the customer service facility’s devices. 
Organizers invited 30 individuals as potential 
workshop participants, considering no-shows. A 
balanced proportion of invitations regarding 
gender and age intended to guarantee profile 
diversity and, additionally, individuals with 
different levels of literacy (and digital literacy) 
were carefully invited to join the group, not in the 
exact proportion as in the general population. 

In what concerns end users with sensory 
impairments, five participants with visual or 
hearing impairments were invited and effectively 
attended the participatory workshop, which 
ultimately gathered 14 participants2, whose 
profiles are detailed in Table 1. 

                                                 
2 All participants signed a consent form (disclaimer) 
detailing research procedures and guidelines on the use of 

Table 1.  Participants’ profiles. 

Participant Profile Job 
P1  Blind Advertising person 
P2 Blind System analyst 
P3  Blind Writer 
P4 Deaf System analyst 
P5  Deaf Administrator 
P6 Elderly Cultural activist 
P7 Elderly Retired nurse 
P8 Elderly Mechanic 
P9  Literate System analyst 
P10  Literate System analyst 
P11 Literate System analyst 
P12  Literate System analyst 
P13 Literate Researcher 
P14 Literate Engineer 

 
Two of the visually impaired participants are 

totally blind and the third one is almost totally 
blind. Deaf participants mastered sign language 
and were proficient lip readers, also being able to 
communicate in written Portuguese.  

The three elder participants showed different 
levels of literacy and digital literacy: one of them 
was non-literate and inexperienced with ICTs, the 
second one was literate, but inexperienced with 
ICTs, and the last one was literate and experienced 
with ICTs. 

Participants were arranged in three tables with 
preserved profile distribution, as follows: 

 
Group 1 

 Two elderly participants, one with low 
literacy 

 One visually impaired participant 
 One hearing impaired participant 
 One young participant 

 
Group 2 

 One blind participant 
 One elderly participant, with high level of 

digital literacy 
 Three young participants 

 

                                                                                   
images and discussed ideas. The consent form and the 
procedures comply with the code of research ethics. 
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Group 3 
 One blind participant 
 One digitally literate deaf participant 
 Three young participants 

 
Support materials (pictures) representing the 

electric utility context (trees, lamps, electrical 
poles, personas, attendants, and so on) were made 
available to help participants engage and interact 
with iconic representations, as shown in Figure 2. 
In addition, they were offered blunt scissors, 
crayons, pencils and pens, glue, paper and Scotch 
tape. They were also asked to provide a drawing 
or a text with their interpretation/understanding of 
each concept. 

Each group was asked to discuss and draw the 
scenarios that would best illustrate the proposed 
themes. Three rounds of discussion then took 
place involving the concepts: “start electrical 

service”, “restart electrical service”, and 

“temporary utility service”. The selection of the 

first two services was motivated by the feedback 
from the previous icon study, when some of the 
icons proposed by the designers proved to be 
difficult to grasp [14]. 

 

 

Figure 2.  Set of pictures available.. 

The discussion rounds took around an hour, 
each session taking about twenty minutes to 
complete. This maximum duration was observed 
to avoid the workshop to become overwhelming 
or tedious/superficial. 

 
5 RESULTS 
 

The workshop started with a short presentation of 
the inclusive customer service facility to be 
proposed (contextualization of the research 
project) as well as with researchers introducing 
themselves. Participants were encouraged to 
engage in a warm-up activity that required a brief 
introduction of themselves. 

The design of visual representations for the 
proposed themes was considered to be successful, 
as it can be seen in drawings of Group 1 (Figure 
3(a)). It depicts an everyday life story in richness 
of details and colors, told by participants 
(anecdote) who made extensive use of available 
support materials. 

Group 2 relied on a minimalist design to 
graphically represent the “start electric service” 

concept, as shown in Figure 3(b), as only two 
representations were drawn: a plus sign (+) and an 
image of a power meter (they were inspired by 
one of the pictures made available). It is worth 
mentioning that the group used different colors to 
distinguish elements. 

Still regarding the “start electric service” 

concept, Group 3 used a similar approach as that 
of Group 2: they drew a lamp and a plus sign (+) 
to represent the icon, as shown in Figure 3(c). This 
choice might be related to groups containing more 
digitally literate young individuals. 
 

 
 

Figure 3.  Icons for “starting electric service” 

theme/concept: (a) Group 1; (b) Group 2; (c) Group 3. 
 

It was possible to observe an unusual pattern of 
icon designing. Though the groups were formed to 
gather different profiles, specific profiles seem to 
have influenced results. Group 3, for example, was 
formed mainly of three young digitally literate 
participants, and tended to draw icons by 
replicating those used in computer interfaces, with 
small dimensions and few details, and adding 
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elements such as the plus sign (+), arrows (), 
and so on. The same pattern was observed in icons 
created by Group 2, in which young participants 
were the majority. On the other hand, participants 
of Group 1 relied on stories to represent the 
services, possibly due to their age and less 
familiarity with computer interfaces which 
explains a strong tendency to produce richly 
detailed, colorful icons. 

This pattern was observed throughout the 
following activities and it is worth mentioning that 
regardless of the prevailing profile, all members of 
the three groups showed a strong commitment to 
the objective and continued participation in 
discussions, in a very collaborative way. 
Participants with disabilities were also able to 
contribute with ideas and suggestions, assisted by 
other members of the group. As none of the 
visually impaired participants was blind from 
birth, their previous visual experience may have 
influenced their contributions.  

Some noteworthy facts about the workshop 
involving physically impaired participants were 
the statement made by one of the blind 
participants, who expressed his profound gratitude 
for being invited to join the workshop and for the 
opportunity to help people to see the world from a 
blind person’s perspective. Another remarkable 

fact was that one of the deaf participants drew a 
picture of a mobile phone to represent the icon for 
“start electric service”. Such misunderstanding 
occurred because the Brazilian Portuguese for 
“start (electric) service” (“ligação nova”) may be 

interpreted as “new call” (telephone call) and lead 

those who are not familiar with the general context 
of the solution to several mistakes. The same deaf 
participant also mentioned spontaneously that the 
(electrical) service “change contact number” 

concept (presented in the intelligibility study) 
might be confusing as well. The literature 
recommends the use of familiar terminology in 
system designing [15], [16]. An alternative 
approach would be to rename some of the 
services, bringing them closer in meaning to what 
customers expect to find. 

As mentioned, the intelligibility study 
preceding the participatory workshop aimed at 
validating some icons designed under the premise 
of being based on representations of the everyday 

life of users. An effort was made to represent 
things participants were acquainted to in order to 
leverage icons understanding, according to the 
literature [15], [16] and confirmed by the results 
of the participatory activities, which used icons 
designed under this principle. Users with little 
experience with ICTs may rely on previously 
experienced situations related to the service 
request through a non-high-tech (traditional) 
customer service facility. This is especially true in 
the case of elderly or non-literate users, or even 
for people not familiar with the language or the 
context used by the solution. 

According to Ávila and Costa [15] and Piccolo 
et al. [16] and results obtained from the 
participatory study, iconographic representations 
for the elderly, non-literate, and low-literate users 
must consider everyday situations people can 
relate to. Younger users with higher level of 
digital literacy, however, seemed to be more 
comfortable with minimalistic icons, as those used 
in ordinary computer interfaces. 
 
6 CONCLUSIONS 

 
Some studies involving the creation of an 

intelligible set of icons were described throughout 
this paper. The challenging inclusive walk-in 
customer facility proposed by Cemig aims at 
allowing any customer to request services with no 
or little help from human facilitators. As icons can 
be the key point behind the understanding of 
service names or unusual system options, 
participatory design activities were carried out 
involving the target audience of the project, in 
order to collect relevant feedbacks for the 
development of multimodal applications for 
devices to be used in the facility. Results 
confirmed the initial hypothesis that traditional 
icons (with little details and colors) may not be the 
best option to communicate a message to all users, 
since some user profiles may present some 
difficulty in understanding system terminology – 
especially the elderly, non-literate, and low-
literate users. Due to the heterogeneous nature of 
the target audience, this work also contributed 
with the proposition of a workshop with very 
different user profiles gathered together, proving 
to be a very interesting experience since 
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individuals interacted in an unexpected dynamic 
way, in which all participants were equally 
committed in helping each other. Feedback from 
this activity will also provide designers with 
valuable input for development stages, allowing 
adjustments in the proposed set of icons and 
serving as a basis for the creation of icons to be 
designed. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Data mining is a set of methods used in the process of 
KDD( Knowledge Discovery in Data) in order to 
distinguish relationships and unknown patterns in the 
data. Mining patterns is an interesting technique and is 
widely used in data mining; its objective is to find the 
patterns that appear frequently in a database. The 
sequence mining is the pattern discovery problem in 
the sequences. A declarative approach has been 
proposed to solve this problem in order to transform 
this problem to an SAT model.  
In this paper, we propose a CSP-based encoding for the 
problem of discovering frequents and closed patterns in 
a sequence. We show that is possible to employee 
constraint programming techniques for modeling and 
solving a wide variety of constraint-based item-set 
mining tasks, such as frequent, closed and maximal. 
Preliminary experiments show that the new 
formulation is competitive and can outperform the 
SAT based approach on the considered sequences.  
 
KEYWORDS 
 
Frequent pattern, closed pattern, sequence mining, 
constraint programming. 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Data mining is the overall analysis of data whose 
goal is to seek relationships and generalizations of 
the data in a new, understandable and useable 
representation. These data relationships and 
generalizations can be grouped into two major 
parts: patterns and models. The difference 
between these two generalizations is that a pattern 
is local (used to describe the properties of a subset 

of terms) whereas the models are global (they 
characterize the entire set of data). 
Data mining applies to the majority of data. For 
each type of data, an algorithm of search is 
assigned, among which we can list: transactional 
databases, multimedia databases, World Wilde 
Web, data warehouses and files. Mining frequent 
patterns is an interesting technique and is widely 
used in data mining. Its goal is to find the patterns 
that appear frequently in a database. The most 
famous example of application of the common 
reasons is the analysis of frequent purchases 
(frequent patterns in till receipts) in a supermarket. 
This latter problem is much studied; several 
algorithms were proposed since 1993 to solve it. 
In this work we take the problem of finding 
patterns in a specific class with jokers in 
sequences. The sequence can be considered as a 
sub-sequence that contains jokers who could 
connect any element   [6, 3, 9]. We are interested 
here in enumerating all the patterns in a sequence 
which occurs at least λ time. The number of 
extracted patterns is exponential. This exploration 
is discussed by using several approaches. 
The use of constraints in the enumeration of 
patterns is one of the approaches to solve this latter 
problem, which has two objectives. The first one is 
the reduction of the number of patterns to be 
analyzed, by focusing on the needs, then the 
elimination of patterns which does not satisfy the 
needs. The difficulty of deploying patterns, 
explains the integration of constraints in the 
process of enumerating of frequent patterns. This 
use has succeeded to limit the set satisfying the 
needs. In this work we follow the enumeration 
approach proposed by S. Jabbour and al [1]. In this 
work, we follow the constraint programming (CP) 
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based data mining framework proposed L. Sais 
and al. in [5] for sequence mining. This recent 
work offers an SAT-Based approach for 
discovering frequent, closed and maximal patterns 
with wildcards in a sequence of items [2, 3, 4, 5, 
7]. We propose a CSP encoding of the problem of 
enumerating frequent and closed patterns with 
wildcards in a sequence of items using the 
frequency and closed constraint. The contribution 
of this paper is that we formulate the encoding of 
[8, 9] into CSP encoding. Secondly, we present 
our approach to find frequent and closed patterns 
in a sequence.   

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
provides an introduction to the main principles of 
constraint satisfaction problem. Section 3 
introduces the problem of frequent pattern mining 
in a sequence. Section 4 studies closed pattern 
mining. We describe in the section 4 our CSP 
approach for frequent and closed pattern in a 
sequence. Finally, experimental results are 
conducted and discussed before concluding. 

2 PRELIMINAIRES 
 

2.1 Constraint satisfaction problems  
 
In this section we suggest a brief synopsis of 
constraint programming. Constraint programming 
is a declarative programming paradigm: the user 
specifies a problem in terms of constraints, and the 
system is charged with finding solutions that 
respect the constraints. The class of problems that 
focuses on constraint programming systems is the 
constraint satisfaction problem. 
The search can be made easier in cases where the 
solution instead of corresponding to an optimal 
path, is only required to satisfy local consistency 
condition. We call such problems, constraint 
satisfaction problems (CSP). 
A CSP is specified by a set of variables, a domain, 
which maps by variable to a set of values and a set 
of constraint. 
A CSP consist in deciding if it admits an 
assignment of values to its variables satisfying all 
the constraints. Solving a CSP is considered an 
NP-complete problem. 
Algorithms for solving CSPs are called solvers. 
Some of these solvers have been integrated into a 

programming language, thus defining a new 
programming paradigm called constraint 
programming: to solve a CSP with constraint 
programming language, it is sufficient to specify 
constraints; their resolution is supported 
automatically (without needing a program) by 
constraint solvers integrated language. 
Formally, we can define a CSP by a triple (X, D, 
C), where: 
X = {X1, X2,…,Xn}  is the set of variables of the 
problem  
D is the domains of the variables  
C is a set of constraint {C1, C2, ….,, Cn}  
For example, we can define the following CSP: 
X = {a, b, c, d} 
D (a) = D(b)= D(c)= D(d)={0, 1} 
C= {a ≠ b, c ≠ d, a + c < b}  
This CSP has four variables a, b, c and d each one 
can take two values (0 or 1). 
These variables must satisfy the following 
constraints: a must be different from b; c must be 
different from d; the sum of a and c must be less 
than b. 
 
2.2 Frequent and closed patterns mining in a 

sequence (F-CPS)   
In this section, we introduce the problem of 
frequent and closed patterns mining in a sequence. 
Let us first give some preliminary definitions and 
notations.  
Sequence of items 
Let Σ be an alphabet built on a finite set of 
symbols. A sequence S is a succession of 
characters S1 ... Sn such that Si Є Σ {1 ... m} 
represents the character at position i in S. The 
length of the string S is denoted by | S | = n.  We 
denote θ = {1 ... m} as the set of positions of 
characters in S. A wildcard is an additional 
character noted o not belonging to Σ (o ∉ Σ) that 
can match any symbols of the alphabet. 
Pattern 
A pattern over Σ is a string p =   …    where 
   Є ∑,     Є ∑ and    Є ∑ U {o} for i=2…..m-1 
(Started and ends with a solid character).  
Occurrence (ℒ) 
We consider the location list ℒx ⊆ {1… n} as the 
set of all the position on s at which x occurs. 
Frequent pattern 
Let S be a sequence and a pattern p, λ is a positive 
number called quorum and p is a frequent pattern 
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in S when |   ( )|   λ .The set of all patterns of 
S for the quorum λ is denoted:   

λ. 
Closed pattern  
In a sequence of items, a frequent pattern p is 
considered closed if for any frequent pattern q 
satisfying q ⊃ p, there is no integer d such that     
ℒs ⊆s (q) = ℒs ⊆s (p) +d  
Where  
ℒs ⊆s (p) +d = {l +d| l Є ℒs ⊆s (p)}. 

EPS (Enumerating patterns in a sequence)    

Enumerating all motifs in a sequence can be 
defined as follows. Let a sequence S and a 
quorum λ ≥ 1, enumerates all patterns p Є   

λ. 

3 CONSTRAINT PROGRAMMING 
MODEL FOR ENNUMERATION 
PATTERNS IN A SEQUENCE (EPS) 

 

In this section, we describe the CP model for EPS. 
Our idea consists in expressing the equations 
defined in [1] to have a Constraints Programming 
representation.  
A sequence of items S over an alphabet ∑ is 
defined as a sequence s1,…,sn where si Є ∑ for I 
= 1 ,..., n. A pattern p = p1…, pm over ∑ is 
defined as a sequence of items where the first and 
the last character are different from empty item. 
We denote also by |S| = n is size of S and m is the 
maximal size of the motif, i.e., m= n- λ+1. 
Example: 
S= XYXYYZZZXYX,        λ = 3 
n = 11, m = 9  
The pattern XY is a frequent pattern in S. 
We now present the CP model for enumerate all 
motifs in a sequence S, given a quorum λ.  
 
 Variables 

We introduce two types of variables: 
 P = {p1, p2,…,pm} represents the 

candidate pattern. 
 B = {b1, b2,…,bn } represents the support 

   (p), it’s a integer variable: bk =0 if the 
pattern is not located in S at the position k, 
1 otherwise.  

 Domains 
 Dom ( pi ) = ∑ U { o } 
 Dom ( bk ) = { 0,1 } 

 Constraints 

We first need to enforce the first character to be a 
solid character (not a joker symbol), the flowing 
constraint express this propriety: 

 

p1   ≠ o                                        (C1) 

The following propriety: bk = 0 if the pattern is not 
located in S at the position k, 1 otherwise is 
expressed by the following constraint: 
 
For all 1 ≤ k ≤ n 

For all 1≤ i ≤m 

 

     (              )                  (C2) 
 

In the problem of enumerating all the frequent 
patterns in a sequence S, we need to express that 
the candidate pattern occurs at least λ times. This 

following constraint expresses this propriety: 

∑        

 

   

              (  )  

The problem of enumerating all frequent patterns 
is expressed by the constraints C1, C2 and C3.  

Example: 

S= aba and λ= 2 

n= |S|=3 

m = n – λ+1= 2    

Our model corresponds to the following 
constraints: 

1) P1≠ o  
2) B1 =1⇔ [(P1  =0 ⋁ P1 = S0) ⋀ [(P2  =0 ⋁ 

P2 = S1)] 
3) B2 =1⇔ [(P1  =0 ⋁ P1 = S1) ⋀ [(P2  =0 ⋁ 

P2= S2)] 
4) B3 =1⇔ [(P1  =0 ⋁ P1 = S2) ⋀ [(P2  =0)] 
5) B1+ B2 + B3 ≥ λ  

Although the frequency constraint can be used to 
limit the patterns of numbers, it is often rather 
restrictive to find the necessary patterns. To solve 
this problem several methods were introduced, the 
most famous is the condensed representation of 
the patterns. 
In the following section we are going to study the 
formalization of other types of constraint based on 
the condensed representations of patterns, to 
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realize the pruning of the search space and avoid 
the redundancy of patterns in the process of 
mining. 
3.1 Condensed representation of patterns   
 
Condensed representations aim at avoiding 
redundant patterns, based on the equivalence class 
properties. Patterns can be classified according to 
their supports forming classes called equivalence 
classes; patterns of the same class have the same 
supports and frequency. 
 There are several condensed representations by 
patterns among which we can quote: represented 
by closed patterns [10], the representations by 
maximal patterns [11] and the representations by 
free patterns [12]. 

3.1.1 Representations by closed patterns  

Patterns can be grouped according to their 
supports: Patterns which have the same support 
and thus have the same frequency belonging to the 
same equivalence class. In an equivalence class 
the maximal patterns are named closed patterns 
and the minimal are free patterns. Figure 1 
explains all these terms. 
Consider the following database (table1): 

Id Items 

1 A       C D 

2     B C    E 

3 A B C    E 

4     B        E 

5 A B C    E 

Table1. Example of transactions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
            Closed pattern (item-set)   

             

             Free pattern (item-set) 

 
 

 
Figure1. Equivalence class 

 
Example 
 
SQ= XXYZXXY 
λ = 2 
The set of frequent patterns: 
{Pt1=X, Pt2=Y, Pt3=X000X, Pt4=X0Y, Pt5=XX, 
Pt6=XXY and Pt7=XY} 
ℒsq (Pt1) = {1, 2, 5, 6}                          

Equivalence 
class Equivalence 

class 

Equivalen
ce class 

Equivalen
ce class 

Equivalen
ce class 

ACE 
(2) 

ABC 
(2) 

ABCE 
(2) 

AB (2) AE (2) 

ABE 
(2) 

BC 
(3) 

CE 
(3) 

BCE 
(3) 

BE 
(4) 

B 
(4) 

E 
(4) 

C (4) 
AC (3) 

A (3) 
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ℒsq (Pt2) = {3, 7} 
ℒsq (Pt3) = {1, 2}                                  
ℒsq (Pt4) = {1, 4} 
ℒsq (Pt5) = {1, 4}                                   
ℒsq (Pt6) = {1, 4} 
ℒsq (Pt7) = {2, 4} 
Pt1 ⊂ Pt3, Pt1 ⊂ Pt4, Pt1 ⊂ Pt4, Pt1 ⊂ Pt5, Pt1 ⊂ 
Pt6 and Pt1 ⊂ Pt5, but the support of Pt1 is bigger 
in size, so even shifting can’t fall on the support of 

Pt1. 
So, the Pt1 is a frequent closed pattern. 
In the same way, Pt3 and Pt4 are considered 
closed frequent patterns. 

3.1.2 Enumerating closed motifs in a 
sequence   

The idea of enumerating closed motifs in 
sequences consists in adding a new constraint 
“Closed”, its key idea consists in replacing the 

maximum of wildcards in a pattern with solid 
characters, i.e. it’s impossible to extend the pattern 
on the left. For this, it suffices to assume that (Sk-
j-1 = a) is false: k-j-1 <= 0.   
This amounts to complete the sequence on the left 
by m wildcards (o). 
Example:  
S= AABCAAB; λ = 2 and m= 6 
S= 000000 AABCAAB 
Let us now introduce the closeness constraint: 
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The problem of enumerating all closed, frequent 
pattern in a sequence S is expressed by the 
constraints (C1), (C2), (C3), (C4) and (C5). 
 
4 EXPERIMENTS  
 
In this section, we present a preliminary 
experimental evaluation of our proposed 

approach. Then, we provide a comparison with 
the approach SAT for EMS proposed in [8]. 

We run experiments on PCs with Intel i7 
processors and 6GB of RAM. To solve our CP 
instances, we use the solver CHOCO. CHOCO is 
a library that implements the basic tools for the 
constraint programming: domain management, 
constraint propagation, global process and local 
search, this library have been implemented in the 
project OCRE for the purpose is to offer a 
constraint tool for Research and education 
(OCRE). It is built in a propagation mechanism 
based on events with backtrack structures.  

In our experiments, we used two data sets with 
different size, the first one is DS_sz-501 (size of 
sequence = 50) and the second is DS_sz_1001 
(size of sequence =100).  

In the first experiment, we show the performance 
of our approach CSP used the first data set 
(DS_sz_50). The quorum is also varied linearly 
(λ0 =2 and λi = λi-1 + 1) Figure2. 

In the second experiment, we show the 
performance of our approach CSP used the second 
dataset (DS_sz_1001). The quorum is also varied 
linearly (λ0 =4 and λi = λi-1 + 2) Figure3. 

 

 
Figure 2. CSP-Closed frequent patterns on DS_sz_50 1 

sequence 

                                                 
1
http://www.biomedcentral.com/14712105/11/175/additiona/ 
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Figure 3. CSP-Closed frequent patterns on DS_sz_100 
sequence 

 
In the above experiment we have shown the 
feasibility of our approach. We have also seen 
when the quorum decreases, and the size of the 
sequence increases the CPU time in our approach 
increases but not very quickly. 

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
 

In this paper, we presented a CSP approach for 
enumerating frequent pattern in a sequence. Our 
proposal reformulates the one proposed in [1] for 
SAT into a Constraint Programming Problem. 
First Evaluation shows the feasibility of CSP 
approach. As a future work, we plan to improve 
our encoding to enumerate maximal patterns in a 
sequence. We envisage also to consider the other 
CSP based solver and to consider some underlying 
problem as enumerating preferred patterns. 

We studied in this paper the problem of finding 
patterns in a sequence using the frequency and 
closed constraints. 

In the next work, we will study a comparison 
between our approach and another one such as 
SAT approach presented in [5]. 
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ABSTRACT 

With smart devices starting to become truly 
context-aware and mobile devices establishing 
themselves within the on-line purchasing cycle we 
are finding m-commerce becoming more astute to 
our needs. In our efforts to facilitate this we 
investigate the relationship between physical and 
modal contexts and levels of purchase-decision 
involvement. We aim to increase knowledge and 
establish methods for increasing the level of 
engagement of consumers and a specific product.  

Previous research has shown a positive correlation 
between purchase-decision involvement and 
positive-negative user emotions. We aim to 
extend this by not only demonstrating that 
different situations can reduce or increase this 
correlation but that other aspects of affective state 
are also important when considering the mobile 
device user. We introduce a new term 
unfavourable physical situations and explore how 
environment stressors and level of familiarity with 
people and environments impact on the user’s 

purchase-decision involvement. 

Results demonstrate that extreme situations 
influence the relationship between different 
aspects of affective state and show potential in 
informing context-aware systems for optimising 
engagement with the consumer’s decision 

processes. 

 
KEYWORDS 
Recommender systems, affective computing, 
context-aware, purchase-decision involvement, 
mobile users 
 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Understanding the effectiveness of m-
commerce and advertisement messages 
presented via small devices is still in its 
infancy. While the  cognitive processes 
involved are still not fully understood [1] it is 

expect that mobile devices will become 
increasingly entrenched in the product 
purchase cycle [2], providing an increased 
capacity in understanding behaviors using on-
board sensors [3]. 

Development in knowledge of user on-line 
behaviors, including search activities, and the 
effect of situational contexts upon these 
behaviors will support a systems ability to 
determine a device user’s capacity for 
decision involvement processes. Systems 
would then be able to provide appropriate 
advertisements at the right time and place.  

While mobile devices are being adopted to 
facilitate the on-line purchase cycle it is when 
they are most effective which is important to 
the advertiser and is the focus of our research. 
Holmes et al. [4] presents evidence that 
information search, review of alternatives and 
purchase activity via mobile devices primarily 
takes place at home. They also suggest that 
locations including retail locations, travelling 
and simply ‘out and about’, were all found to 
be used by mobile users as part of the 
purchasing cycle, especially for high-
involvement products.  

Important aspects of marketing are consumer 
involvement  [5] and purchase-decision 
involvement. Mittal [6] describes this as a 
concept which is used to capture the user’s 
mind-set towards an anticipated purchase and 
is measured as close as possible to planned 
marketing events. This paper utilises findings 
by Hansen [7] who states that emotion 
correlates positively with purchase-decision 
involvement that is positively motivated. Our 
aim is to show that this relationship could be 
used to identify when recommender systems 
should present product information to a 
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potential purchaser and therefore increase 
return on m-commerce investment. Through 
understanding a shopper’s emotion it should 
be possible to determine the likely level of 
purchase-decision involvement they would 
give certain products, in particular high 
involvement products. The rise in the use of 
mobile devices for purchasing items on-line 
increases the complexity of engaging with the 
user due to the wider variation of contexts 
that are inherent to being mobile and the 
shape and size of the device. We therefore 
expect that not only will the level of positivity 
have a relationship with the level of decision 
involvement but also other aspects of 
emotions including arousal and dominance. 

We explore the concepts discussed above to 
see how the user is effected by situational 
contexts with the aim to leverage purchase-
decision involvement in order to advance m-
commerce recommender system success rates. 
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. 
In section 2 we discuss elements of consumer 
involvement and how they are affected by the 
environment. We then discuss the 
implementation of a questionnaire based 
study, see section 3. In section 4 we present 
and analyse our results and in section 5 we 
present our conclusions with a discussion on 
limitations and opportunities for further 
research.  

 
2 THE USER CONTEXT AND 

DECISION INVOLVEMENT 
RELATIONSHIP 

2.1 Purchase-Decision Involvement 

Product Involvement is relatively well 
understood concept that provides insight into 
how consumers engage with products, brands 
and the general advertisement process. 
Product involvement is reliant on constructs 
that make up the purchaser-product 
relationship. These include personal 
preferences and perceptions, as summarised 
by [8], influencers of buying choice [1] and 
manipulation of product perception [9]. 
Product involvement is considered as a 
layered concept most commonly separated 

into enduring involvement and situational 
involvement as first coined by Houston and 
Rothschild [10]. The concept of enduring 
product involvement is simply a person’s 
level of involvement that is always present, 
this may be static or may slowly change as 
taste, behavior and other personally related 
contexts develop over time. Parallel to 
enduring involvement is said that we also are 
subject to situational involvement, 
fundamentally the setting in which the 
product will be consumed [9].  

It is obviously difficult to determine 
situational product involvement from user 
behaviour without explicitly asking. It does 
however seem more plausible to establish a 
general understanding of enduring, or indeed 
an element of both enduring and situational 
through the analysis of behaviours such as 
knowledge acquisition via search and other 
on-line activities. This is particularly true with 
the mobile device which is becoming ever 
more entrenched in the product purchase 
cycle. It therefore seems reasonable to agree 
with Kim [8] that methods of product 
involvement measurement such as those 
developed by Laurent and Kapferer [9] are 
suitable for broader analysis of product 
involvement for achieving results that we 
seek. 

Research into consumer product involvement 
has generated a considerable amount of 
research findings, including a number of 
measurement tools focussing on widening 
knowledge of the product-user relationships. 
The most cited examples include the 
Consumer Involvement Profile (CIP) [11], 
and the Personal Involvement Inventory (PII) 
[12]. While still considered key to our 
understanding of product involvement these 
models have received criticism and revision, 
in the case of PPI by the author’s own hand 
[13]. Most noteworthy in their assessment of 
these tools are Mittal [6] and Mittal and Lee 
[14] who identify that only one of the four 
CIP facets are real measures of involvement 
with the others three being antecedents which 
shape in part the development of the 
purchasers involvement. These concepts 
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formed Mittal’s [6] development of the 
Purchase-Decision Involvement measurement 
tool which has been likened by Michaelidou 
[15] to situational involvement. 

The development of Purchase-Decision 
Involvement (PDI) [6] was to demonstrate the 
difference between product involvement and 
the decision process associated with 
purchasing a product. In doing so PDI is 
defined as a nonresponsive state of mind that 
identifies the benefit of a specific product 
purchase, reiterating the distinction between 
1) enduring and 2) situational involvement 
and 3) responsive behaviors that manifest 
themselves in the decision making process. 
Adopting the term PDI as opposed to 
situational involvement enables researchers to 
imply with clarity that a decision process is in 
place which is governed by the consumer’s 
motivation [6]. 

Through the understanding of a user’s level of 

involvement a system can enhance the 
method of persuasion a m-commerce 
recommender system or embedded 
advertisement message and therefore 
influence how a person will respond. Park et 
al. [16] suggest that high involvement 
requires cognition, reasoning and 
comprehension whereas low involvement 
only a routine behaviour choice, relying on 
product experience and peripheral cues such 
as size and colour of the advert. Processes 
including behavior and the evaluative aspects 
of cognition have been shown to be affected 
by different environment contexts [17]. Using 
this understanding we aim to show the extent 
different contexts can affect levels of PDI and 
the likelihood of purchaser engagement 
within a specific situation. This is essential in 
our understanding of how mobile devices can 
be used to effectively deliver product 
information via mobile recommender 
systems, including online advertising. 

 
2.2 The Unfavourable Physical Situation 

Typically mobile devices, in particular smart-
phones, are small and designed for an on-the-
move, multi-tasking lifestyle. Depending on 

their situation users may not always have the 
ability or intention to undertake more 
demanding or sensitive tasks via their smart 
device. Therefore they may only engage when 
in an environment favourable to the task i.e. 
somewhere quiet to consider the options 
calmly and securely. Mallat et al., [18], found 
that independency of contexts, including time 
and place, were essential when completing 
activities using mobile devices. Kaasinen 
[19], discusses how that there is a high 
requirement for a systems’ ease-of-use and 
ability to adapt to user behaviour. 
Environmental contexts could not only have 
an impact on the user’s preferences [20] but 
also their ability to process information or 
make decisions.  From the above we can take 
situational factors as likely to be key to 
understanding a user’s likelihood of 

engagement with an advertisement message. 
This could be an indicator that decision 
processes become more complex where 
situations become unfavourable physically 
and where devices are limited in ability in 
delivering relevant information at an 
appropriate time. 

The context label ‘location’ has been used 
successfully to identify that mobile device 
users are most likely to undertake consumer 
behaviors (e.g. information search, review 
alternatives, purchase) when they are at home 
[4]. However studies are often limited in that 
they rely on reflection of habits and not a 
clear picture of the contexts associated with 
that location. All situations should be 
regarded as complex and dynamic with a 
range of contexts that are not static, consistent 
or necessary repeatable in nature. 

While a user may associate different locations 
with different emotions [21], [22], or seek 
particular places likely to be sought to 
regulate mood [23], or undertake tasks [4] 
these are choices selected via experience or 
habit. Specific moods could be associated 
with particular locations it seems probable 
that contexts that make up each scenario will 
collaborate to form different outcomes that 
will then influence the current mood or 
emotions. Therefore we state that emotions 
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are not directly related to specific contexts 
and we hypothesise that: 

H1: Individual environmental contexts will 
not have a direct correlation with positive-
negative affective state  

Environmental stressors such as noise and 
overcrowding can affect both behavior and 
the evaluative aspects of cognition [17]. A 
person’s perceived control within a physical 

environment has also been shown to be 
crucial in mediating emotional and behavioral 
responses [24]. Therefore where perceived 
control is reduced or where annoyance is 
increased then contexts including crowding 
[24], interruptions [25] and noise [26] could 
all be implied to have an effect on behavior 
by affecting cognition ability. Similarly, 
research into exercise has been regularly 
shown to improve our cognitive function [27] 
and has an overall benefit to our well-being 
and behaviours. It can be suggested that a lack 
of recent activity could be detrimental thus 
producing a similar result to negative 
situational contexts. However contrary to this 
is that a highly active mobile device user is 
going to use aspects of their device differently 
and have different levels of involvement than 
that of an inactive user. Therefore under 
alternative situations results associated with 
activity may present different results to that 
suggested above. It has also been shown that 
people prefer to make purchase decisions 
when based on positive motivation [7], so 
where affective state is negative within 
negative situational contexts it is probable 
that we are less likely to engage. We 
hypothesise that negative environmental 
contexts will have a detrimental effect on 
decision involvement when we are feeling 
negative and therefore increase this 
correlation. See the following hypothesis:  

H2: Individual environmental stressors will 
show an increased level of positive 
correlation between positive-negative 
affective state and purchase-decision 
involvement  

Paulos et al. [28] show us that our perception 
of a place is dominated by the people we 

share it with. Typically within familiar places 
these tend to be friends, family and colleagues 
however even strangers that we repeatedly 
encounter can become familiar. Familiarity is 
also a cognitive variable that facilitates 
performance [29], improves feeling and 
attitudes [30] and facilitates trust [31]. Vries 
et al. [32] state that a happy mood has 
different requirements to a sad mood in terms 
of familiarity stimulus, we therefore 
hypothesise: 

H3: An increased level of positive correlation 
between positive-negative affective state and 
purchase-decision involvement will be 
achieved when we are subjected to unfamiliar 
contexts (people and/or environment) 

Building upon the hypotheses presented 
above we utilise familiarity and situation 
stressors as components of unfavourable 
physical situations i.e. where the user is 
subjected to unfamiliar elements as well as 
one or more situation stressors. Note that it is 
probable that the values of both unfamiliarity 
and environmental stressors could be to a 
lesser degree than as single contexts and yet 
combined will produce similar if not higher 
correlations. We expect an unfavourable 
physical situation to affect cognition to such 
an extent that the correlation between 
affective state and purchase-decision 
involvement would become significant. We 
therefore hypothesise: 

H4: An increased level of positive correlation 
will be achieved between positive-negative 
affective state and purchase-decision 
involvement when we are subjected to an 
unfavourable physical situation 

Hypotheses 1 to 4 have focussed upon how 
context can affect the positive-negative 
affective state and PDI relationship as derived 
by Hansen [7]. However in the text above we 
have indicated that the mobile user is subject 
to more complex, disruptive and inconsistent 
environments which will require a more 
complex set of emotions that would be 
associated with the average user in a 
controlled, familiar situation. 
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The mobile user is required to form a greater 
level of trust of both information presented by 
the device and the actual environment. They 
are also potentially influenced by traits 
described by Broekens [34], i.e. approach 
versus avoidance, coping, control, power and 
influence which in turn suggests that a level 
of user dominance is involved [34]. Mobile 
device users are also generally required to 
process information in a wider range of 
situational types so processing styles may 
vary depending on surrounding contexts [35]. 
This suggests that the positive correlation will 
be prevalent for users in relatively controlled 
environments using suitable devices, i.e. a PC 
in an office whereas it is more likely that for 
mobile device users will rely on additional 
aspects of their affective state to engage in a 
decision process, e.g. arousal and dominance. 
We hypothesise that: 

H5: The positive correlation between 
positive-negative affective state and 
purchase-decision involvement will be more 
important for use with larger devices than 
smaller devices 

H6: That other facets of affective state will 
also show correlative relationships with 
purchase-decision involvement where users of 
smaller devices are under extreme situational 
contexts 

The above hypotheses will enable us to 
investigate whether selected situational 
context can influence the relationships 
between affect state and purchase-decision 
involvement. The result should provide a 
platform on which to model the management 
of output for context-aware recommender 
systems and on-line advertising. This in turn 
will inform development of context-aware 
tools that can be utilised for m-commerce 
decision systems. 

 

3 METHOD 

We expect that environment contexts and user 
activity will play a major part in 
understanding fully how best to engage with 
the consumer. In Adomavicius et al.’s work 

[36] user context is sorted into four types that 
impact a mobile service environment, these 
are physical, social, interaction media, and 
modal. We describe our method for capturing 
elements of these in turn. 

Physical: As per hypothesis two we limit the 
physical contexts we capture to situation 
stressors in order to understand the impact of 
negative situations. These stressors comprise 
of level of noise, amount of distraction, 
amount of activity (current or very recent) and 
number of people in the immediate vicinity. 
Users are requested to rate themselves for 
each using 7 point psychometric Likert scales 
from 1 to 7. With labels as follows:  

 Noise - Very quiet ~ Very noisy 
 Distraction - None at all ~ Lots of 

distractions 
 Activity - Very low ~ Very high 
 Number of people - I am alone ~ it is very 

crowded 

Social: For social context we ask the user to 
rate their immediate environment and the 
people therein to a level of familiarity, see 
hypothesis three. Both use a Likert scale from 
1 to 7. With labels as follows: 

 Familiarity of environment - Very 
unfamiliar ~ Very familiar 

 Familiarity of people - Unknown to me ~ 
Well known to me 

Interaction media: For this experiment our 
approach is to simply request the user to 
identify which kind of device they are using 
i.e. PC, laptop, tablet or smart-phone. As 
discussed later this allow us to investigate 
phenomena for both large and small devices. 

Modal: Modal contexts are potentially the 
most complex ranging from user’s goals, 

motivations to mood and cognitive 
capabilities [36]. We limit our test to 
capturing contexts of user’s affective state and 
their purchase-decision involvement for a 
range of high-involvement products. We 
adopt Mehrabian’s  [37] Pleasure-displeasure, 
Arousal-nonarousal, Dominance-
submissiveness (PAD). PAD as it is a 
dominant dimensional model and the 
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pleasure-displeasure scale directly correlates 
with the positive-negative affect scale 
required in our hypotheses. To implement this 
we use a popular graphical representation 
called the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) as 
developed by [38]. Note that each scale is 
measured from one to five with five being the 
most positive value.  

To measure purchase-decision involvement 
we utilise Mittal’s revised version of the PDI 
scale [39] to capture user feedback on high-
involvement products. The scale is very 
simple to replicate and comprises of three 
questions that determines the users view on 
how much they care about a product, whether 
it is important to make the correct choice and 
whether they were concerned with the 
outcome of making that choice. 

 
Fig. 1 Snapshot of section of the google form 
representing the pleasure-displeasure scale for 
capturing levels of negative-positive affect 

Using a Google form the respondents 
(anonymous) are requested to answer the 
following sections; basic demographics (sex 
and age), interactive media (device), 
representation of PAD, see figure 1, then 
physical and social contexts. This is followed 
by PDI questions for five high-involvement 
products and services (smart-phones, 
holidays, laptops, insurance, and fridges). The 
questions come with no product information 
or images so feedback is provided based 
entirely on existing subjectivity. The Google 
form was distributed to University staff and 
students via email and the University’s virtual 

learning platform. In addition to this friends 
and family were contacted via Facebook with 
a request participate. 

4 RESULTS 

Our experiment collected 140 responses with 
74% of responses completed by male 
participants. The spread of age groups were as 
follows, 21 years and under (8%), 22 to 34 
years (53%), 35 to 45 years (32%), greater 
than 45 years (44%). Thirty eight percent of 
responses were completed using a smart-
phone.  

We test for two-tail correlation the results of 
which are represented as r. The probabilities 
of these are measured using p-values and 
where statistically significant are shown as 
p<0.05 (confidence level of 95%) or p<0.01 
(confidence level of 99%). 

Our results are presented in two sections. 
Firstly the data is analysed as a single dataset 
and then following a split to form groups for 
larger and smaller devices a second round of 
analysis is presented. 

The results for the five high-involvement 
products that the test subjects responded to 
are all very similar so to reduce repetitiveness 
and confusion we report the average of the 
five in the results that follow. Analysis 
produced trends of increasing correlations as 
context become more extreme. Rather than 
reporting the sequence of results for each 
trend we only present points in trends where 
the correlation starts to exceeds a moderate 
value (r=0.3) or where the result has a 
significant p-value. 

Context Value Result p-value 
noise >5 0.94 <0.01 
distractions >5 0.47 <0.05 

activity <2 0.49 <0.01 

number of people >2 0.41 <0.01 
familiarity of 
people <4 0.57 <0.01 

Table 1: Individual context splits applied to all data 

We initially ensure that there is a correlation 
between positive-negative affective state and 
purchase-decision involvement (PDI). Our 
results show a significant positive correlation 
of (r=0.2, p<0.05) so we can confirm 
Hansen’s [7] hypothesis is proven for high 
involvement products. 
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We find no significant correlation between 
positive-negative affective state and the six 
physical/social contexts, therefore we accept 
H1 as proven for the individual contexts 
addressed in the test. In our analysis of results 
to address H2 we find that individual contexts 
of noise, distractions, activity and number or 
people produce significant results, see table 1. 
In view of these results we state that H2 is 
proven for the environmental stressors 
considered.  

We find that as an individual context 
familiarity of environment provides no useful 
increase in correlation however familiarity of 
people does produce a significant result, table 
1, therefore we accept H3 as proven in part. 
Figure 2 provides an example graphical 
representation of the correlations for all data 
and the increase in correlation for low 
familiarity with people. 

To test the concept of an unfavourable 
physical situation we focus upon distractions 
and then familiarity. We produce three sets of 
data that focus upon a high level of 
distractions and then add an additional focus 
for activity, noise and number of people as 
shown in table 2. 

 

Fig. 2 Correlation for users with unfamiliar people 
(r=0.57, p<0.01) 

Obviously some paring produced better 
results than others but as expected all three 
datasets produce increased correlations 
between PDI and positive-negative affective 
state. The correlations produced are also 

greater than the correlations for the individual 
context label distractions. 

The second group of paired logic focus upon 
familiarity, we find both expected and 
unexpected results. The first two pairs use 
low familiarity of people with a secondary 
focus of both familiarity of environment and 
the number of people. Both show the 
expected increase in correlation with both 
correlations higher than the individual 
context, see table 2. Figure 3 presents the 
increased correlation for low familiarity with 
people and high activity. Note that the context 
familiarity with environment produces an 
effect when considered as part of a situation 
whereas as an individual context it produced 
no correlation. This shows us that an 
unfamiliar environment may not be an issue 
in itself however if physical stressors are in 
place then issues with environment become 
accentuated. 

 
Fig. 3 Correlation for users subjected to unfamiliar 
environment and unfamiliar people (r=0.64, p<0.05) 

The results show that familiarity is affected 
by activity in two ways, both at low levels of 
activity as hypothesised, and also at high 
levels of activity. Where lower activity is 
present both familiarity of people and 
environment produce stronger correlation. 
Where higher activity is present our results 
show negative correlations, see figure 4. The 
effect of high activity could be a cause of 
complete disengagement from decision 
involvement as the user focuses preference on 
the current activities when the user is in a 
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positive mood. Increases in decision 
involvement when in a negative mood could 
be due to needing to take the opportunity to 
stop the current activity. From the above we 
see that combinations of context can produce 
an increased correlation and therefore accept 
H4 as proven.   

 
Fig. 4 Correlation for users subject to unfamiliar 
people and high activity (r=-0.56, p<0.05) 

Though the results presented above show 
strong evidence that the hypothesis 1 to 4 are 
proven we also investigate whether different 
devices and their use follow this trend of 
being focussed around the positive-negative 
affective scale. This is particularly important 
for the smaller mobile device, i.e. smart-
phone which is subjected to a wider and 
varying range of contexts. We thus split the 
dataset between larger and smaller devices, 

i.e. PC’s and laptops vs. smart-phones. Not 
only do the devices in these two groups differ 
in physical size but the smaller devices are 
also truly mobile devices that fully enable the 
concept of convenience and on-the-move 
device use. In addition to this they are also 
generally equipped with multiple sensors that 
can provide elements of context measurement 
and so should be the focus of our 
investigation. 

Interestingly the smart-phone data across all 
the situational contexts show a very close to 
zero correlations whereas the PC and laptop 
data show a significant positive correlation 
for all three PAD scales, see table 3 and figure 
5. This potentially suggests that the mobile 
user is far more difficult to consistently 
engage with regarding PDI and further 
investigation should establish whether these 
results are location specific. 

As shown in table 4 the PC and Laptop results 
show slight increases in correlation for all of 
the separate context focuses are applied 
except for number of people and familiarity of 
environment. The greatest, significant result is 
for noise which when it reaches a high value 
it produces a result of r=0.95 p=<0.05. We 
also find that a lower familiarity with people 
also produces a large increase of the positive 
correlations between purchase-decision 
involvement and both arousal and dominance.

Table 2: Primary and secondary context splits applied to all data 

Table 3: All data split by device size 

Primary Context Value Secondary Context Value Result p-value 
distractions >5 activity <3 0.73 <0.05 
distractions >5 noise >4 0.71 <0.05 
distractions >5 number of people >4 0.56 <0.05 
familiarity of people <4 familiarity with environment <7 0.64 <0.05 
familiarity of people <4 number of people >2 0.66 <0.05 
familiarity of people <5 activity <3 0.76 <0.01 
familiarity with environment <7 activity <4 0.4 <0.05 
familiarity of people <5 activity >4 -0.56 <0.05 
familiarity with environment <7 activity >4 -0.58 <0.05 

 
Pleasure Arousal Dominance 

Device group Result p-value Result p-value Result p-value 
Larger devices (PC and Laptops) 0.43 <0.01 0.23 <0.05 0.26 <0.05 
Small devices (smartphones) 0.04 >0.05 0.05 >0.05 0.11 >0.05 
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Fig 5: PAD values for all data split by device size 

These findings show that for the larger 
devices using a positive-negative scale for 
affective state to ascertain levels of PDI 
should be effective due to the relatively high 
correlations. With some contextual elements 
having an influence on the PDI-affective state 
relationship we can show that even a basic 
understanding of the user context will 
increase the ability to leverage the use of PDI 
to gauge user engagement. For example the 
correlation will be higher in a distracting 
environment with unfamiliar people, i.e. an 
internet café compared to a quiet office or 

home. So assuming the targeted user was 
typically in a negative mood the place to 
select for presenting a particular high 
involvement product advert would be at the 
office or home when the user is familiar with 
the people present. 

The following results present findings that all 
three PAD scales have their place when a 
system needs to ascertain a user’s level of 

PDI under different contexts when using 
smaller mobile devices. As shown in table 3, 
without splitting data by individual contexts 
results produce close to zero correlations for 
all three PAD scales. However we do find 
strong evidence to suggest that correlations 
exist between both arousal and dominance 
scales and the level of PDI under different 
situational contexts. This suggests that the 
user undertakes a more complex decision 
process when using smaller devices especially 
within extreme situational contexts. Traits 
such as risk aversion are also likely to become 
more prevalent within the more changeable, 
disruptive environment. 

Where the smart-phone dataset is separated 
per individual context for high and low values 
we find no significant results. We do however 
see an interesting trend where the dominance 
scale has a strong positive correlation with 
PDI where some contexts are high, see table 
5. Through consideration of the results show 
in tables 3, 4 and 5 we can see that the 
relationship between positive-negative 
affective state and PDI together with the 
effect of individual contexts on this 
relationship is more apparent for the larger 
device, therefore we accept H5 as proven.

 
 

  
Pleasure Arousal Dominance 

Context value Result p-value Result p-value Result p-value 
noise >5 0.95 <0.05 0.5 >0.05 -0.19 >0.05 
distractions >5 0.54 <0.05 -0.15 >0.05 0.17 >0.05 
activity <4 0.53 <0.01 0.24 >0.05 0.23 >0.05 
number of people >3 0.31 >0.05 -0.02 >0.05 0.06 >0.05 
familiarity of people <5 0.5 <0.05 0.42 >0.05 0.53 <0.05 
familiarity with environment <7 0.44 <0.05 0.06 >0.05 0.2 >0.05 

Table 4: Context splits applied to PC and Laptop data 
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Pleasure Arousal Dominance 

Context value Result p-value Result p-value Result p-value 
noise >3 0.2 >0.05 0.1 >0.05 0.4 >0.05 
distractions >3 0.2 >0.05 0.16 >0.05 0.4 >0.05 
activity >3 -0.27 >0.05 -0.23 >0.05 -0.1 >0.05 
activity <3 0.2 >0.05 0.23 >0.05 0.23 >0.05 
number of people >2 0.3 >0.05 -0.48 <0.05 -0.02 >0.05 
familiarity of people <5 0.23 >0.05 -0.01 >0.05 -0.1 >0.05 
familiarity with 
environment <5 0.24 >0.05 0.28 >0.05 0.28 >0.05 

Table 5: Context splits applied to smart-phone data 

To investigate further the term unfavourable 
physical situations and the trends within the 
smart-phone dataset we analyse the effect of 
individual contexts after the data has been 
grouped into high vs. low values for 
familiarity of people, familiarity of 
environment and level of activity. These three 
groups are chosen as they are key to the 
variability of the mobile user in terms of 
absorption [40], enjoyment [41], and 
perception of risk [42]. We produce sets of 
data that focus on individual contexts and 
apply them to the dataset of low familiarity of 
people, results are shown in table 6. Here we 
see that low levels of secondary contexts 
produce an overall trend and some significant 
results for a positive correlation between 
dominance and PDI, whereas with high levels 
in individual contexts we see no useful 
changes in correlations. This suggests that 
while the person is with those unfamiliar to 
them then dominance holds a relationship 
with PDI and that while the person is not 

affected by intrusive contexts such as 
distractions, then the correlation between 
dominance and PDI will be strong. However 
once the intrusive contexts rise in value then 
the dominance – PDI correlation decreases 
considerably. This phenomena produced both 
close to zero and negative results the most 
significant being where unfamiliarity of 
environment is high (r=-0.99, p<0.05).  

We also explore similar relationships for the 
user’s familiarity with their environment, 
table 7. Where familiarity of environment is 
low and contexts of noise and distraction are 
high then a trend of positive correlations 
across the dominance scale is found. However 
these results are not shown to be significant 
and go against the logic formed for familiar of 
people and lower secondary context values. 
This suggests, and rightly so, that the 
familiarity with the environment is a more 
complex concept than familiarity of people 
and requires greater understanding to be used 
in this way. 

 

    
Pleasure Arousal Dominance 

Primary 
Context Value 

Secondary 
Context Value Result p-value Result p-value Result p-value 

familiarity 
of people 

<5 

noise <3 -0.03 >0.05 0.2 >0.05 0.84 <0.05 
distractions <3 0 >0.05 -0.4 >0.05 0.4 >0.05 
activity <4 0.22 >0.05 0.06 >0.05 0.63 <0.05 
number of 
people <3 -0.05 >0.05 0.2 >0.05 0.69 <0.05 
familiarity 
with 
environment >5 -0.15 >0.05 -0.56 >0.05 0.34 >0.05 

Table 6: Familiarity of people and secondary context splits applied to smart-phone data 
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Pleasure Arousal Dominance 

Primary 
Context Value 

Secondary 
Context Value Result p-value Result p-value Result p-value 

familiarity of 
environment 

<7 

noise >3 0 >0.05 0.2 >0.05 0.49 >0.05 
distractions >3 0.19 >0.05 0.4 >0.05 0.58 >0.05 
activity >2 -0.3 >0.05 -0.08 >0.05 -0.02 >0.05 
number of 
people >2 0.45 >0.05 -0.52 >0.05 0.03 >0.05 
familiarity 
with people <5 0.23 >0.05 -0.01 >0.05 0.41 >0.05 

Table 7: Familiarity of environment and secondary context splits applied to smart-phone data 

 

    
Pleasure Arousal Dominance 

Primary 
Context Value 

Secondary 
Context Value Result p-value Result p-value Result p-value 

activity <3 

noise >3 0.16 >0.05 0.11 >0.05 0.64 <0.05 
distractions >3 0.49 >0.05 0.49 <0.05 0.74 <0.05 
number of people >3 0.17 >0.05 0.15 >0.05 0.34 >0.05 
familiarity with 
people <5 0.5 >0.05 0.23 >0.05 0.73 >0.05 
familiarity with 
environment <5 0.68 >0.05 0.34 >0.05 0.37 >0.05 

activity >2 

noise <4 -0.5 >0.05 -0.25 >0.05 0.07 >0.05 
distractions <3 -0.43 >0.05 -0.28 >0.05 -0.05 >0.05 
number of people <3 -0.53 >0.05 -0.19 >0.05 0.16 >0.05 
familiarity with 
people >4 -0.63 >0.05 -0.78 >0.05 0.3 >0.05 
familiarity with 
environment >5 -0.39 >0.05 0.17 >0.05 0.15 >0.05 

Table 8: High and Low Activity and secondary context splits applied to smart-phone data 

We finally explore activity as an important 
context that is key in the use of mobile 
devices. Levels of higher activity show a 
trend of negative correlations between 
pleasure and PDI when values for secondary 
contexts are low, see table 8. In addition to 
this where there is lower activity and 
secondary contexts are high in value then we 
find positive correlations for pleasure and 
significant increases in positive correlations 
between dominance and PDI. However a 
decrease in this correlation is produced when 
secondary context values are lower. This 
suggests that active users are relying on 
pleasure, potentially through the stimulus 
produced by the activity, to dominate their 
decision involvement and that levels of 
dominance can become more important as the 
secondary context values increase or if the 
user becomes less active. 

Overall the results above show that where we 
see increases in secondary context values an 
increase in the correlation produced by the 
primary context, whether positive or negative, 
is also found. Though not all results are 
significant the trends presented suggests that 
under different levels of primary contexts, e.g. 
activity or familiarity, and when subjected to 
varying levels of secondary contexts that 
users of small device have a greater reliance 
upon levels of dominance when engaging in 
PDI. We therefore tentatively accept H6 as 
proven but suggest that this phenomenon be 
the focus of further investigation to explore 
this phenomena further. 

 
5 CONCLUSIONS  

Smart-phone technology is constantly 
developing and context-aware mobile systems 
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are increasingly becoming part of our 
everyday lives. This benefits m-commerce 
considerably as it already has relatively few 
obstacles regarding information delivery [1]. 

Our results show that physical context 
including stressors and familiarity can be used 
to understand a user’s potential level of 
purchase-decision involvement with high-
involvement products. Individual contexts, in 
particular familiarity of people and 
distractions proved to be useful when used as 
individual contexts for all devices. The use of 
additional contexts of activity and number of 
people providing additional depth to our 
understanding when considered with other 
contexts as part of a situation.  

Results for users of larger devices presented 
even stronger evidence that the relationship 
between PDI and positive-negative affective 
state and that some disruptive contexts 
increase this relationship. Results for users of 
smart-phones is more speculative but provides 
strong indication that the PDI and positive-
negative affective state relationship has 
limited bearing. However we do see that user 
dominance in particular develops a 
relationship with PDI when users are under 
extremes of environmental contexts in 
particular for low familiarity of people and 
low levels of activity. The increase in a 
dominance related decision involvement 
process when smart-phone users are under 
extremes of situational contexts is relatively 
simple to explain and fits with many research 
findings as discussed in the text. Mobile users 
are prone to higher perceptions of risk, 
interruptions, distractions and physical issues 
so are simply more vulnerable in their use of 
the device when in unfavourable physical 
situations and therefore need to feel dominant 
of their situation to be able to form a decision 
effectively. 

The value of this report’s findings are 

important in that if a recommender system 
can determine values for affective state and 
other contexts such as environment stressors 
it should then be able to determine when to 
present particular product information to a 
device user. This would be particularly useful 

via mobile devices and their inherent situation 
variability. Through knowledge of a user’s 

decision involvement a system can optimise 
cost savings by targeting when to present 
specific advertisements. To help manage this 
the introduction of the term unfavourable 
physical situation has potential to be used as a 
useful descriptor for developing 
understanding within context-aware 
recommender systems. The concept provides 
focus on particular contexts to exploit their 
impact on the relationship between affective 
state and purchase-decision involvement. 
Deepening the understanding of this concept 
will also support a strategy for developing a 
m-commerce system that uses contexts to 
determine when to advertise certain projects 
but also how to leverage consumer decision 
processes and engagement. 

This study has limitations in that it relies on 
user subjectivity of their affective state and 
environment contexts, it also relies on a 
relatively small dataset when determining 
smart-phone user phenomena. Research focus 
should now be to build upon our findings 
through larger, more focussed datasets to 
provide definitive evidence that the affective 
state – PDI relationship is more complex than 
previously thought. Research also needs to 
identify suitable methods of context 
measurement that do not impact on user 
privacy or device performance. Considerable 
efforts have already been applied to this area. 
However effective solutions are still some 
way off, with focus being on specific tasks 
rather than the more generic requirements of 
m-commerce. Our future research will be 
directed towards effective m-commerce 
related context-awareness, and the 
understanding of situational behaviours. 

To conclude, our main contribution is to have 
widened the understanding of a number of 
contexts, device use and their influence on the 
affective-purchase decision relationship. For 
mobile device users we have also shown that 
this relationship is more complex than that for 
the larger device and that dominance is an 
important consideration requiring further 
exploration. We have also, through the 
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introduction of the term unfavourable 
physical situations presented the research area 
of context-aware recommender systems a new 
direction that supports the development of m-
commerce capabilities.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
The number of user-contributed comments is 
increasing exponentially. Such comments are found 
widely in social media sites including internet 
discussion forums and news agency websites. 
Individual users are flooded with thousands of 
comments in some discussion webpages, so the 
reading task became costly in time and processing 
reducing their daily life productivity. Commenting 
activity can be addictive. The online social activity 
can bring an unpleasant experience for the 
comments readers. In this paper, we propose a 
framework to support readers to analyze and 
visualize opinion and topics on the comments. We 
describe experiments on product reviews comments 
and news comments.  
 
KEYWORDS 
 
Comments analysis; comments visualization; 
architecture; sentiment analysis; text mining. 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Many websites provide commenting facilities 
for users to express their opinions or sentiments 
with regards to content items, such as, videos, 
news stories, blog posts, etc. Previous studies 
have shown that user comments contain 
valuable information that can provide insight on 
web documents and may be utilized for various 
tasks [1], [2], [3], [4].  
User comments are a kind of user-generated 
content. Their purpose is to collect user 
feedback, but they have also been used to form 
a community discussing about any piece of 
information on the internet (news article, video, 
live talk show, music, picture, and so on). The 
commenting tool becomes a social gathering 

software where commenters share their 
opinions, criticism, or extraneous information.  
In some websites, user comments analysis is an 
information retrieval task which consists of 
comments filtering, comments ranking, and 
comments summarization [5].    
A social knowledge task should allow users to 
realize the analysis autonomously or semi-
autonomously, and visualize results in a 
succinct manner to leverage the user tasks. 
Topics within comments also should be 
extracted and summarized as in graphs or 
clouds. Thanks to text mining techniques, topic 
trends or users’ needs can now be analyzed and 
summarized autonomously like in large text 
corpora such as TopicNets [6].  
This paper presents a framework for supporting 
comments readers on their task by providing 
users’ comments analysis, and visualization of 
opinions and topics. 
In this paper, we first introduce the general 
framework and then detail the methods used. 
Next, we detail the experiments and discuss the 
results obtained. Finally, we draw conclusions 
and discuss future work. 
 
2 WHAT ARE COMMENTS 
 
Figure 1 depicts the most commented news 
article on Yahoo site on April 28th 2015 
concerning about the riot, looting in Baltimore 
and the mysterious death of Freddie Gray 
(http://yhoo.it/1Pa6ckY). Within a few hours 
after the publication of this article online, 
38000 comments are already posted to the 
Yahoo news site.  For someone who wants to 
grasp the content and summary of those 
comments, it needs an enormous effort of time 
and reading capacity. Yahoo News site 
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provides a comment rating tool. For this 
example, the most appreciated comment is 
marked with 2200 thumb-ups and has the 
username “Ms Lazy Thump”, but it is not 

enough to understand or overview all those 
comments of this article. Through further 
analysis, we want to know what kind of 
sentiment is given by all those comments what 
are the main topics, and how do these topics 
relate each other, and so on. 
 

 
Figure 1. Comments example from Yahoo News 

 
 

A survey of research related to comment 
analysis shows that the studied comments are 
mainly on reviews of products or movies [5]. 
They are generally related to the marketing 
research. For the sentiment analysis, research 
papers have focused on finance related 
comments and health related comments [7], [8]. 
Those comments are valuable for the 

companies because they can move the market 
up or down. Those comments may also contain 
important information for decision-making.  
In any case, a comment is quantified according 
to its quality. A good quality comment is the 
one with good writing style, without extreme 
sentiments, and respecting the posting rule 
policies. On some news websites, moderator 
tasks are carried out by a filtering system 
including the moderator rules and machine 
learning models [9]. 
 In general, readers want to find in comments 
something new not mentioned in the article. A 
complementary information, a joke, a sarcasm 
or gossip is an example. As stated in the figure 
1, M’s comment is very liked and most replied 
because it has new information not mentioned 
in the main article.   
 
3 PROBLEM AND COMMENT SCORING 
FORMALIZATION 
 
Is it possible to overview and understand the 
discussion within comments without reading 
them all and eliminating noise by using a 
system with a sufficient knowledge, machine 
learning, and information retrieval programs.   
 
Given an URL of an article and comments, a 
system should output a key comments, topics 
and sentiment score. 
 
3.1 Simple Structure  
 
Each comment is considered as a set of 
sentences including emoji and url address. A 
preprocessing program is used to filter the 
comment in order to eliminate any reply within 
it. Only sentences written by the user is retained. 
In this case, there is no redundancy of the 
comment except when the user does it 
voluntarily.  
 
The data model is described as follows (and 
more details can be found in [7]): 
Users’ comments or blog posts are designated 
as comment collections. The model of the 
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comments (as each comment is a specific short 
document) collection is described below: 
𝐶 = {ci} where  
ci = (𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐼𝐷, time, titlei, 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖) 
The model is transformed into a feature-based 
vector representation. The feature is a function 
f(ci) such as term frequency, inverse document 
frequency, or tfidf (the product of the previous 
two features). Part-of-speech features, statistical 
properties can also be included. The set of 
features used for model is defined as follows: 

𝐹 = {fi(cj)}                     (1) 
These features can be used for the topic 
modeling, key comments extraction or the 
machine learning algorithms to train a 
sentiment analysis and predict new comment 
sentiment.  
The basic data matrix for the topic extraction is 
based on tfidf feature. A bag-of-word model 
was then constructed by attaching a weight to 
each extracted word. The content of the 
document is then a set of tuple keywords and 
weights as used in many information retrieval 
(IR) tasks: 

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡i = {(𝑘𝑖𝑗 , wij)}   j ∈ [1. . n],           (2) 
n number of keywords in the content, wij > 𝜏 

 A document collection is therefore a table 
where the rows consist of the weights of each 
keyword in each document and the columns list 
the documents. This document list is arranged 
as time-series data so that old posts and 
comments are the first element of the list and 
the newest comments and posts are the last. The 
document table is formalized as follows: 

],..1[)]()([ micolumncrowcontentC ii
T   

For the refinement, a natural language 
processing (NLP) task conducted to extract 
important keywords such as nouns or adjectives 
from the contenti of each ci. 
 
 
3.2 Readers Graph Structure  
 
The comment board can have a discussion 
threading or record the reply-to structure. To 

deal with this structure, we use a model based 
on the ReQuT (Reader, Quotation, and Topic) 
model in the paper [11]. The comment author is 
set as a reader.  
Given an article and the set of comments 𝐶 =
{cI}  associated with it, a directed weighted 
graph can be constructed such as GR =
(𝑉𝑅, 𝐸𝑅 , 𝑊𝑅). A comment ci has a reader raϵVR. 
When a reader rb mentions a reader ra in one of 
his/her comments, an edge 𝑒R(rb, ra)ϵER  is 
created. The edge weight noted as 𝑊𝑅(𝑟𝑏, 𝑟𝑎) is 
the ratio between the number times rb mention 
ra  against all times rb  mention other readers 
(including ra). The reader authority is obtained 
by using the PageRank algorithm in the 
following equation, where R is the set of 
comment readers (commenters) and d = 0.85 a 
damping factor.  

𝑃𝑅(𝑟𝑎) =
1 − 𝑑

|𝑅|
+ 𝑑 ∗ ∑ 𝑊𝑅(𝑟𝑏, 𝑟𝑎) ∗ 𝑃𝑅(𝑟𝑏)

𝑟𝑏

 

𝑅𝑀(𝑤𝑘) = ∑ 𝑡𝑓(𝑤𝑘, 𝑐𝑗) ∗𝑐𝑗←𝑟𝑎
𝑃𝑅(𝑟𝑎) (3) 

 
𝑅𝑀(𝑤𝑘) (equation 3) is the reader measure of a 
word 𝑤𝑘  and 𝑡𝑓(𝑤𝑘, 𝑐𝑗)  is the term frequency 
of  𝑤𝑘 in 𝑐𝑗 authored by ra (𝑐𝑗 ← ra).  
  
The next section describes the framework. 
 
4 COMMENTS READING SUPPORT 
FRAMEWORK  
 
We design and develop a prototype system to 
deal with the comments reading task. The 
general architecture of the system is depicted in 
the figure 2.  
The item article and comments are the input of 
the system, then the system process those data 
to provide key comments, topic words and topic 
phrases, the overall sentiment of those 
comments. The system has several modules 
including the topic extractor, comment ranking 
program, and sentiment analyzer.  
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Figure 2. Comments reading support framework 

 
5 TOPICS EXTRACTION  
 
The first analysis on the comments concerns the 
extraction of topics. Topics are the thematic 
summary of the comment collection. In other 
words, it answers the question what themes are 
those comments discussing. 
The topic modeling is used to extract 𝑇 topics 
out of the comments collection. That is, we 
have a set of comment “documents” 𝐶 =

{𝑐1, 𝑐2, … 𝑐𝑛}  and a number of topics 𝑇 =

{𝑡1, 𝑡2, … , 𝑡𝑚}. A document ci  can be viewed by 
its topic distribution. For example, Pr( 𝑐1 ∈

𝑡1)=0.50 and Pr(𝑐1∈𝑡2 )=0.20 and so on. The 
default topic modeling based on LDA is a soft 
clustering. It can be modified into hard 
clustering by considering each comment as 
belonging to a single topic (cluster) 𝑡𝑟,  
𝑟 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑟  Pr (𝑡𝑟|𝑐) =  𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑟   Pr (𝑐 | 𝑡𝑟) Pr (𝑡𝑟),  
where 𝑟  is the number of topics that has the 
maximum likelihood for each comment. Hence, 
the output of the LDA based topic clustering 
approach is an assignment from each comment 
to a cluster [8].  
 
Another method used for solving the topic 
modeling problem is NMF. NMF was 
developed based on a traditional technique 
called latent semantic indexing (LSI). The LSI 
is a topic modeling which includes negative 
weights on its output. Negative weights on 
keywords or topics are difficult to interpret in 
comparing to the results of the LDA model 
where weights are probability distribution and 
all positives. NMF takes as input the document 
table described in the previous section and 

converts it into a sparse matrix. Then, NMF 
solves a matrix decomposition problem given a 
particular rank value corresponding to the 
number of topics. NMF, as its name suggests, 
imposes non-negativity constraints on every 
element of the resulting matrices so that it can 
maintain interpretability. The output of the 
NMF program is a list of keywords for each 
topic as in LDA except that weights are not 
probability distribution. 
We used a toolkit implemented in Python 
language named scikit-learn to solve the 
optimization problem based on projected 
gradient methods [13]. 
Topics from the previous methods are difficult 
to interpret. The list of unigrams as a result of 
the topic modeling is an ambiguous 
representation of the topic. Phrase topics or 
multi-words keyword are easier to interpret. 
They are widely used in the library databases 
and most published scientific journals. A new 
algorithm and program were developed by El-
Kishky et al. [14] to extend LDA and use n-
grams (multi-words) instead of words in topics. 
Although this algorithm is expensive in terms 
of computational time, it is appropriate to use it 
with our comments corpus composed with short 
texts and a few hundreds of comments.  
 
6 KEY COMMENTS EXTRACTION 
 
6.1 Key Comment Selection within Cluster of 
Comments 
 
For each topic obtained by the topic modeling, 
a set of comments are associated. We define the 
key comment as the top of the comments by 
ranking them within their clusters. The ranking 
method is realized by comparing each comment 
vector (a bag of words) to the list of words 
which form the topic vector. We use cosine 
distance for the comparison. The most similar 
to the topic is the key comment. 
 
6.2 Key Comments selection with the Reader 
authority 
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The reader measure defined in the section 3 is 
used to select the key comments as the top 10 
highest score. 
The comment score according to the reader 
authority is as follows: 

𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑐𝑖) = ∑ 𝑅𝑀(𝑤𝑘)𝑤𝑘𝜖𝑐𝑖
            (4) 

 
 
7 SENTIMENT ANALYSIS 
 
The method used for the sentiment analysis is 
based on document level analysis. Each 
comment is assumed as a document and the 
document is processed by using features for its 
subjectivity and polarity (positive, neutreal or 
negative). A supervised learning is realized to 
classify each comment into its polarity. We use 
Naïve Bayes classification model and train the 
classifier on the product reviews comments. We 
build the training set by querying an online 
sentiment analyzer and check those results by 
ourselves.   
In the figure 3, an example of the training and 
test for the classifier on the iPad mini 3 reviews 
comments data. As the number of comments 
increases, the accuracy of the classifier is not 
improved.  

 
Figure 3. iPadmini 3 comments sentiments prediction 

accuracy 
 
8 EXPERIMENTS  
 
Our experiments were based on Yahoo news 
comments, Guardian News comments and 
CNET product reviews comments datasets. The 
Yahoo most read and commented news dataset 
was obtained from the authors of the paper 

[10].  The recent news on the social 
demonstrations in the US which turned into 
violence is chosen to our case study. The press 
release of iPadmini on Guardian News, 
iPadmini3, iPhone 6 Plus and iWatch apple 
products on CNET are also studied.  
 
8.1 Most commented news on Yahoo News 
dataset 
 
In our previous study, we tested the topic 
modeling and key comments extraction with the 
Yahoo News during 2012 [15]. We continue to 
analyze the Yahoo News for the current events. 
In this paper, we show the analysis of the riots 
in Baltimore (US) in April 2015. The data are 
in HTML files so we implemented a 
preprocessing program based on scrapper 
library in Python to extract only the texts 
articles and texts comments according to the 
data model in Section 3. Yahoo News article 
has a unique content identification which can 
be used to query a Yahoo API to obtain all 
comments.  
When the HTML data are processed, user can 
compute the topics in the news article and in 
the comments data. In our setting, we extract 
only 5 topics composed of 10 keywords for 
each topic. We obtain the result within a few 
seconds.  
We present topics computed from the riot news 
article. There are more than 20,000 commenters 
and 36,800 comments. The news title is as 
“Riots in Baltimore over man's death in police 
custody.”   
The news reports the riot and the mystery death 
of the black person dealing drug.  Table 2 
describes the topic list results from phrases 
LDA.  
 

Table 2. phrases LDA  results 
# Topics phrases LDA 

 

 

police officers 150 
black community 148 
black people 139 
Freddie Gray 111 
white people 98 
riot and loot 84 

innocent people 55 
peaceful protest 51 
Mr  Gray 50 
break the law 50 
Possession of a controlled  
dangerous substance with  
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African Americans 79 
law enforcement 76 
unlawful possession of a  
controlled dangerous 
 substance 74 
looting and burning 71 
black  white 66 
National Guard 61 
destroy property 61 
black man 58 
don t care 55 

intent to distribute 47 
burning and looting 47 
Martin Luther King 47 
hard work 46 
police force 45 
police brutality 41 
committing crimes 41 
United States 37 
business owners 37 
Middle Working  
Class Americans 36 

 
The phrases LDA results show the most 
frequent phrases in the comments collection. 
The parameters in the setting are tuned to the 
highest threshold and minimum support for the 
frequent phrases mining.  

 

 
Figure 4. (a) sentiment proportion on Riots , (b) Most 

frequent name entities on Riots in Baltimore  
 
8.2 Experimental Result from Guardian 
News dataset 
 
The Guardian newspaper online provides 
comments facility for each news. Readers must 
register to post a comment. Comments are 
lightly moderated and checked for spam or 

vandalism. The comments data presented in this 
paper is first used in a previous study by 
Llewellyn et al. [17]. The comments concern 
the feedback to an article entitled “iPad mini 
features: what tablet users like – and what the 
analysts say. Data from Nielsen surveying 
existing tablet owners shows a skew away from 
price and towards features” written by Charles 

Arthur (http://bit.ly/1zTTXSU). The comments 
are reviewing the iPad mini and produced over 
2 days from October 24th 2012. There were 161 
comments in total.  
We used the python modules NLTK and scikit-
learn [13] to process the data. K-means 
clustering is applied to the data by using the 
TFIDF features (term must appear in 2 or more 
comments) and LSA as a dimension reduction.   
For this comments data, we extracting topics 
with multi-words (phrases) LDA modeling. The 
result is presented as phrases cloud as in Figure 
5.  

 
Figure 5. Topics based on phrases (multi-words) 
 
This figure shows the topics more meaningful 
and readable to humans in comparing to the 
unigram tag clouds. 
An example of the key comment from the 
topic2 = [apple, nexus, tablet, price, product, 
market, people, buy] is the following: 
“This isn't technology journalism at all. Its celebrity journalism. 

Apple has done an excellent job of promoting their products in 
the same way Hollywood flacks do. The general disconnect is 
that many (not all) Apple customers buy the products as a 
lifestyle choice. If a great athlete wears a particular brand of 
shoe, then his/her fans are likely to buy that same brand in 
emulation. The decision is not made based on the merits of the 
shoe, but the brand. I don't mind that. Apple is very successful 
at selling products for a premium because of the branding as hip, 
cool, and avant-garde. I'm one of the dull techno-drones that 
Apple loves to position against, so I will probably never own 
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their product. But that doesn't mean they won't be successful. 
Apple's problem is that shared by all luxury brands: Maintain 
revenue and growth without diluting the brand. I suspect that 
their new tablet will not win over new customers, but capture 
more money from existing Apple devotees.” 

The highest score on the reader measure (see 
section 6.2) which represents the key comment 
extraction is the following comment. 
Author: super8, Content: 
“Low resolution, low PPI, low spec processor - all this can be 
yours for only £100 MORE than a much higher spec Nexus 7 or 
Amazon Kindle Fire HD. 
You're falling into the trap of just looking at specs. Most users 
don't care about specs unless it translates into a tangible benefit 
(or problem).  
The iPad has a 35% bigger screen than a Nexus 7, but it's 
lighter. On the other hand it is somewhat wider. Whether this is 
better or worse is nothing to do with specs - it depends on your 
personal preferences. Personally I would prefer the extra 35%, 
but perhaps others wouldn't. For me, the 7.9" spec is better than 
the 7" spec, but that's me.  
The Nexus 7 has a 230ppi vs 170ppi for the iPad Mini. This is a 
partly a result of having a smaller screen. By definition, a 
smaller screen with a given resolution will have a higher PPI. Is 
this difference visible to most users given that many other 
aspects such as saturation, colour fidelity, black point also 
impact the quality of the screen? Had Apple made the iPad 
Mini 15% smaller they could have pushed the PPI up at the 
expense of screen size.  
The iPad Mini is 1024 x 768 and this is something Apple won't 
change (unless they go retina with 2048 by 1536) because it 
means that all iPad apps will work without needing to be 
changed. This is a big deal for developers. So within that 
context Apple make a choice. Higher DPI or bigger screen. 
They clearly think a 7.9" screen is a better tradeoff.  
As for the processor, does the Nexus 7 processor translate into a 
noticeable benefit? Is the Nexus 7 smoother at scrolling? How 
does that processor affect battery life? Users judge a processor 
not by some number but by how it affects the actual 
performance of the object in their hand.” 

An extract of the most popular comments by 
the readers is as the following. 
“Low resolution, low PPI, low spec processor - all 
this can be yours for only £100 MORE than a much 
higher spec Nexus 7 or Amazon Kindle Fire HD. 
Bargain! Don't worry, it's very good.” 104 Likes 
This specific comment has the following 

features. 
 Sentiment (polarity=0.237 [-1,1], 

subjectivity=0.526 [0,1]) => positive 

sentiment and subjective  
 Online Sentiment Analyzer: negative 
 Sarcastic comment : very difficult to detect 

and judge 
 Readers like such a kind of comment on 

product review because it provides more 

information on the product by comparing it 

to the apple’s competitor product which 

has better specification and cheaper.  
 
8.3 Experimental Result from CNET reviews   
 
 In this section, we present the experiment on 
the apple products reviews comments on 
CNET.com. The products we studied are 
iPadmini 3 (http://cnet.co/1ougkZC), iPhone 6 
plus (http://cnet.co/1Bq33mP), and iWatch 
(http://cnet.co/1qBUBh6).   

 
figure 5a 

 
figure 5b 

 
Figure 5. (a) Five topics on iPad mini 3 , (b) Five topic 

phrases result on the iPhone 6 Plus 
 

A simple run of a sentiment analyzer to the 
iphone 6 plus comments shows that the 
comments sentiment is slightly positive (see 
figure 6b). 
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Figure 6. (a) Most frequent name entities on iWatch, (b) 

sentiment proportion on the iPhone 6 Plus 
 

9 CONCLUSIONS  

We conducted experiments for analyzing and 

visualizing users’ comments with a comments 

analysis framework by focusing on topic 

extraction based on topic phrases mining, key 

comments extraction based on two methods 

(comments and topic similarity measure and 

reader authority measure), and finally  

sentiment analysis and visualization.  

Topic phrases are the most suited to the 

comments dataset. The extracted topic phrases 

are very easy to interpret and reflect very well 

to the summary of the comments. 

In all aspect of comment analysis, readers like 
surprise or new information from comments 
complementing the main article. The brevity, 
writing style and insightful are also important 
to the comment quality.   
 
Social news article comments and product 
reviews comments are different. The themes 
discussed in social news comments are for 
everyone, however the product reviews 
comments themes are more experts oriented 
discussions using technical terms. The number 

of posted comments on the news article is huge 
in comparing to the product reviews ones.  
   

The extension of this research is to use the 

framework for content recommendation 

application such as in [3], [7], [16]. Semantic 

topics organization enables the user to 

selectively browse comments on a topic and 

focus only on those set of comments. This set 

of comments is then used for different 

recommendation schemes to the user’s 

interests. A prediction system for user 

preferences can be developed.  

There are also future researches on the 

visualization techniques allowing user to 

navigate the topics and facilitating the 

discussions described in interactive visual 

analysis tool ForAVis [18], interative topic 

modeling for conversations ConVisIT [19], 

conversation modeling [20], data driven 

approach to storytelling [21]. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The most powerful educational tool is interactive 
visualization platform. The purpose of educational 
visualization is to facilitate learners to learn quality based 
knowledge by considering different factors i.e. 
intelligence, prediction, perception, class participation 
and cognitive learning etc.  Our study has explored the 
benefits of cognitive learning in different aspects. These 
aspects are the psychological implications of 
visualization applied to educational purposes, guiding the 
learners how to engage ourselves in cognitive learning, 
guiding teachers to use intelligent ways of teaching and 
to provide online learning platforms. During our research 
we have developed a visualized prototype application for 
course “data structure and algorithm” to facilitate 
students for better learning of this course and then we 
implemented this prototype application in a real time 
environment i.e. classroom. Finally after implementation 
we have conducted a survey to get the feedback from 
students, to know how the visualizations affect the 
learning. Our study has showed the benefits of using 
animation during lessons to engage learner’s attention in 

cognitive learning. From the survey results, we came to 
know that most of the students were unaware of 
education visualization applications.  
 
KEYWORDS 
 
E-Learning, Cognitive Learning, Visualization,                                      
Data Structure & Algorithms, Human Computer 
Interaction 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 

The idea of animations and visualization is not new. 
During the last few decade bundles of new strategies 
in science, medicine, technology, multimedia, 
education and even in learning have been developed. 
Our study presents an analysis, evaluation and  
design study in the domain of computer based 
learning. It is a multidisciplinary field which is 
investigating the design of user friendly computer 
learning systems and platforms. The term cognitive 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
or cognition relates to psychology, Cognitive is all 
about the mental abilities which are related to 
knowledge, problem solving and decision making, 
as it was published by Shivani and Deepak in 2014 
[1]. There is a major relationship between 
educational policy makers, public, parents and the 
teachers; to analysis the important factors to 
influence student achievements. For example, 
effectively delivered high quality knowledge can be 
a main factor to influence the student’s outcomes [2]. 
To learn different things consciously, we always use 
cognitive abilities. In cognitive we use previous 
knowledge and techniques to perform different tasks 
in practical life. In the field of psychology the 
concept of cognitive learning directly relates to the 
mental thoughts and intelligence [1]. So if consider 
learning then the visualization is very important 
term for learning knowledge. Animations of 
different problems can make the learning process 
very easy and interesting [1]. It’s a technique which 
enables learner’s consciousness, abilities, and 
perceptions to motivate them to gain knowledge [5]. 
Graphic representation, such as pictures, graphs, 
charts and diagrams help people to get the meaning 
and understanding of information more easily and 
quickly as this cognitive study was published by 
Lewalter [3]. Computers have been used for 
drawings, graphing, chartings, visualizing and 
animating purposes in the last few decades.  
A recent study on animation have done by Barbara 
and Morrison, that children always show much 
interest on watching cartoons than reading story 
books [5], because cartoons affects like a real time 
environment. Meanwhile it increases children’s 

learning process and helps to build their perception 
cognitively. If we talk about animations and 
visualizations, Kumiyo and Nakakoji did a research 
that it works cognitively in analyzing of exploratory 
visual data [11]. Animations can be developed and 
implemented in any field, for example in business 
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department for intelligent decision making [7], in 
education department for better learning and in 
medical department for better treatment etc. But in 
our research, we have focused education department 
and we have tried to develop and visualized a very 
important course of computer science called data 
structure and algorithms. After development of 
prototype we implemented this prototype 
application in a real time environment i.e. classroom. 
During our lectures we let students directly interact 
with this application. Animations and visualizations 
provide an attractive environment to learner, for 
actively exploring algorithms [4]. Algorithm 
visualizations applications have been widely viewed 
in technology, as these applications are having the 
potential for good impact in computer science 
education [19].  
However, our research is concerned about the 
effects of instructional technologies and media that 
include computer screens, animations, human 
interaction, learning technologies, and survey about 
cognitive effects of visualization/animation on 
education. The way of creating an online 
educational visualization platform, provides 
instructors as well as learners the best opportunities 
to improve the teaching and learning techniques 
respectively. Most of the visualization applications 
are on easy access, open source and free of cost. [19]  
 
2. BACKGROUND AND PREVIOUS WORK 
 
As we know that the idea of animation and 
visualization in not new. After an extensive review 
of the literature of cognitive learning techniques and 
animation technologies that have made an 
interaction with education, we have explored and 
identified many deficiencies in the world of 
visualization. A recent study on animation by 
Barbara and Morrison in year 2013 stated that in the 
past decade, high quality and graphical user 
interfaces have become a standard, especially in the 
field of games [5]. We have found that there are 
different kinds of visualization platforms helping 
people in different areas of life. Especially in the 
field of education there are bundles of visualization 
platform for students about different courses of 
science and technology [19]. As we know currently 
the world is moving to E-Learning platforms and 
people prefer to sit at home and attend lessons 

online. So as for it concerns HCI (Human Computer 
Interaction), which is focusing to facilitate teachers 
and students to provide them the interactive and user 
friendly interface [5]. The existing new methods and 
approaches to study algorithms were done by Marc 
H Brown in his publication of algorithm animations 
[8]. In year 2003 Rainer Koschke has conducted a 
survey on “software visualization”; this survey was 

conducted through e-mails. The survey papers were 
sent to researchers in software maintenance 
departments and reverse engineering [6]. These 
kinds of surveys have conducted and published 
elsewhere [7], [17].  
Keller and Bassil conducted similar survey but this 
survey was about software cost, quality and little 
focused on cognitive aspects of available 
visualization tools [12]. In the literature study of 
data structure and algorithm visualization, we have 
found some visualized platform serving students [9], 
i.e. O-Matrix, Algolist, Jeliot3, TRAKLA2, David 
Galles (Visualization), John Morris (Visualization), 
NZACDITT, CATAI, TANGO etc. [9]. There is 
another good website of data structure visualization 
was developed by Duane Jarc in the institute of 
George Washington [13]. A very famous data 
structure and algorithms online platform was 
developed by David Galles [14].  There is a very 
famous learning environment tool TRAKLA2 for 
data structure and algorithms course [15]. Open 
DSA, a web platform which provides an active e-
book to develop an online text book for DSA [16].  
During our research study, analysis and survey, we 
found some short comings also of these applications 
as written below.   

 The visualization levels are very detailed, so those 
make a little bit difficult to understand for a 
beginner student.  

 The majority of the instructional sites are lack of 
interactive multimedia and animations. 

 In some web applications java applets always 
display message to update, even after updating. 

 In some platforms an extra code is required to 
perform visualization, but it requires some 
technical skills. 

 Some surveys were conducted through an email 
from engineers & professionals of Computer field. 

 Step by step working detail was not provided, it 
makes difficult for learners to understand in detail.  
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3.  PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT  
 
This chapter will briefly describe about the 
prototype application which have been developed 
for the offered data structure and algorithm course at 
ZJUT. And this application was fully implemented 
in a real time environment like classroom to teach 
this course. 
 
3.1 Problem Statement 
 
To be working as teacher assistant at ZJUT for the 
course of “Data Structure and Algorithm”, it has 

been noticed that during lectures some students were 
facing problems in understanding of this course. 
Because this course always considered as a very 
tough course for beginner classes. To facilitate the 
learners of this course, we decided to develop a 
visualization courseware to enhance the learning of 
students and to facilitate teachers in lectures by 
using this visual aid [1].  
 
3.2 Design Phase of DSA Application 
 
After identifying, exploring, analyzing system 
complexity, available resources and by considering 
all risks, the most suitable method for this project 
was prototyping. We decided to introduce teachers 
and students the concept of visualization during 
lectures. It may be very interesting for us to 
determine whether using visualizations applications 
can facilitate students, to easily understand the 
functionality & efficiency of an algorithm. One of 
the major requirements was to develop a learning 
platform for students, which is easy to use and 
attractive.   
Here are design phase and detailed flow diagrams. 
 

 
Figure.1 Prototype Application Main Architecture 

 
Figure.1 shows the main architecture of the 
developed prototype application. It displays that 
user would directly interact with the application 
through internet by using any browser. The 
prototype application has been uploaded to the  

 
 
system, and all the animation and visualization have 
been performed on internet. 
 

 
Figure.2 Detailed DFD for whole design phase 

 

Figure2 shows the detailed flow diagram of the 
whole system, that how the user can interact with 
application and would be able to perform different 
visualizations. There are many predefined function 
have been declared to perform animations. On front 
end, a canvas has been used to display all the 
animations in browser. We have used the main 
initializing function into canvas. Then all the other 
functions have been called into main function. With 
the help of javascript files, we have been performing 
different animation.   
 
3.3 Development of DSA Course Contents 
  
Our main focus was to design and develop an online 
education visualization platform, which would be 
accessible all over the world through www to 
facilitate learners, secondly to find out the 
importance of visualization application in cognitive 
learning. To achieve this goal first we have designed 
the prototype of course “data structure and 
algorithms” for the students of ZJUT China. 
Currently, we have visualizations for the following 
data structures and algorithms: 
 Data Structures (Queues, Stacks ) via Link List & 

Arrays  
 Searching (Algorithms and Trees) 
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 Sorting and Selection (Insertion Sort, Merge Sort,  
      Heap Sort, Shell Sort, Bubble Sort etc...) 
 Graph Algorithms (BFS, DFS etc.) 
 Tree Based (Heap Data Structure) 
 Factorial  

There were multiple factors to be considered before 
the development of this prototype application i.e. 
time, cost, risks, effort, security and user friendly 
interface. After considering all these factors we 
decided to use HTML5 and java script to develop 
this application. We have designed a beautiful  

 

interface for displaying different animation using 

different control buttons. This interface consists of 
three parts; the top is header of the website with 
menus and submenus for switching to different 
pages. The down part consists on labels and the 
titles of the running algorithm animation with all 
control buttons related to that animation. The third 
down part is the actual part, where all animations 
run.   
Here are some selected snapshots of developed DSA 
visualized application. 
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Figure.3 Some selected snapshot of DSA application  
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4 SURVEY ON VISUALIZATION  
 
To get the feedback from students about the 
importance of visualization we used a survey 
methodology. Method of survey was very simple 
and very concise. We designed a survey 
questionnaire that consists of 20 different 
sequentially related questions. Questions were 
comprehensive, easy to understand and fully 
describing the meaning of concerning topic. Initial 
questions were about student’s background 

knowledge of visualization. Then some questions 
were about importance of visualization and its 
cognitive effects on education. The questions in 
final part were consisting on future trend of learning 
and visualization application in education sector.  
To know the effectiveness of the developed 
prototype application, we have collected several 
kinds of supplemental data. All students took an 
active part in the survey. We conducted this survey 
in three different parts. The first one was before the 
demo class of visualized course of “data structure”, 

second survey after demo classes and the third 
survey from mixed students of different departments 
& schools. The questionnaire was very simple and 
consisted on fully optional question answers. The 
purpose of survey from classroom was to know the 
difference between the results, before demo classes 
and after the demo classes. Although the difference 
was not very big but still results were different in 
both cases. Some of the students were unaware from  

 

these visual. More than 130 students participated in 
this survey, in which 70 questionnaire forms were 
filled by the students of course “data structure and 

algorithm” at ZJUT.  
 
4.1 Survey Results and Comparison 

 
This section will show the results of conducted 
survey and comparison between these results. For 
statistical analysis we decided to use SPSS software 
as an analysis tool. We have applied a standard 
statistical technique, pie charts for analysis data. 
Basically we are going to comparison in groups of 
students who were taking the courses of “data 
structure”; to evaluate that how they consider about 
provided prototype application, for learning the data 
structure course through visualizations. During the 
demo classes the students feedback was 100%; 
students were showing interest in visualization, 
meanwhile we have noted that teaching with 
visualization tools students would pay much 
attention on concerned topic and learn attentively. 
Let’s see statistical results of some selected 

questions. 
Note: Each column consists of three different graphs. 
The first two graphs are showing the results of 
course “Data Structure” students at ZJUT. The first 
one is before demo classes and second is after demo 
classes. The third graph shows result of the general 
survey.  

Participated students Age,  University  and Program 

 

Q. Have you ever used visualization application? 

 

 
Q. Would you prefer lessons with computer visualizations?

 

 

Q. Visualization can make education interesting.
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After collection of all results, we started a 
comparative study. The results after demo classes of 
DSA visualization application have a dramatic 
change. During survey analysis there were two 
major reasons came to know, that most of the 
students were never used visualization for study 
purposes and it was very difficult for students to 
learn this course of “Data Structure” by using old 
teaching method i.e. PowerPoint slides or 
Blackboard. So for these students animated learning 
platforms were totally new and very attractive. Their 
responses after demo classes were totally different. 
This result shows that they got awareness from our 
survey to use animated learning platforms. Most of 
the students have appreciated our developed 
prototype application and ask us to develop these 
kinds of applications for other courses. Some 
students have also supported online learning 
applications, where they can show their presence 
through internet by video conferencing. They can 
get all the course materials online. If we consider 
the overall results of the survey, we can conclude 
that, most of the students are fully in favor of 
visualization, because they think that it helps them 
in study.  
 
4.2 Cognitive Effects of Visualization on    
      Learning 
 
In the study of cognitive effects of visualization 
application in education, we have realized that, in 
order to get specific results of computer based 
learning, it would be very necessary to develop 
more and more visualized learning applications and 
tools [1]. From our survey results we can say that 
online visualization tools are very helpful for 
learning cognitively. We have been studied many  
 

 
benefits of visualization over the old teaching 
method. We have also confirmed that interaction 
with animations and visualizations is an important 
part which let learner attend class fully attentively. 
Algorithm animations can also develop a number of 
valuable & useful contributions i.e. it can describes 
the models for software engineers to creating 
animations, for users interacting with animations, 
script writers to creating and dynamic documents, 
and for script viewers to directly  interacting with 
these dynamic documents [11]. 
The present study is fully based on cognitive 
orientation, which enables the students to take an 
active part in their learning to get a quality based 
education [3]. Some modern teachers have been 
using animations to enhance their teaching method 
and the outcome of it is really great. They are using 
the visual aids to enhance the observational attention 
of learners on a practical work so that their 
imagination might bring them to the point where 
they could see things happening real time 
environment [18].  
If we consider survey results of cognitive learning, 
most of the students were very satisfied by our 
developed prototype application. The results of the 
survey before demo classes and after demo classes 
were totally different as shown in figure5.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

Q. Online education platform can provide us a quality based 
education? 

 

 

Q. In future, What kinds of visualization applications would 
you like to have? 

 

 
Figure. 4  Selected Questions and their Results 
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5 EFFECTIVE USE of DSA COURSEWARE 
 

The intermediate question has been asked whether 
this application is effectively used during learning of 
course “data structure and algorithm”. The 

evaluations have also confirmed that application 
was very useful for learning this course. 
Furthermore student’s feedback is one of the reasons 

to make us confident to say that students perceived 
application as very helpful tool. During the demo 
classes, students were showing fully interest in this 
application. Meanwhile they were predicting 
different further steps of animations. Our research 
has shown that some of the web based courses those 
are very easy to use and understand are strongly 
accepted by students. There are one limitation of 
developing data structure visual learning platforms 
is its cost, because these kinds of visualizations are 
not easy to make, it requires a lot of imagination, 
hard work and time.  
 
6 CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Visualization is a great step in the word e-learning. 
We have been designed and developed a prototype 
visualization application of course “data structure & 

algorithm” and we implemented it, in a real time 

environment like a classroom. After implementation 
of this application we have conducted a survey from  
 

 
 
 
students in the form of questionnaire. Most of the 
students appreciated this visualization application 
and showed a full interest during lectures. Our work 
and study has answered a set of questions about the 
effectiveness of visualization and animation 
techniques in computer based learning. Currently we 
just have visualized very important course data 
structure and algorithm, now we are looking 
forward on other courses of computer science to 
visualize. While during the analysis of surveys 
results, we have known that most of the pupils were 
unaware about visualization applications and the 
cognitive learning techniques. Even some teachers 
are not aware too that the use of visualization 
applications can help students in cognitive learning. 
They should use the advance teaching methods like 
visualization or animation applications during their 
lectures, our developed application emphasizes on 
providing visual aids to teachers while delivering 
lecture in class. Meanwhile it provides an online 
learning platform for students; they can access 
visualization of data structure course contents online 
for learning and practice. We believe that these kind 
of visualization application going to boost a 
revolution in the fields of medical and engineering 
[1]. 
 

 

Q. Can visualization applications helpful in cognitive learning?

 

 

Q. Do you agree that visualizations are appropriate tools for 
better learning? 

 

 
Q. Which kind of learning methods will you prefer for 
cognitive learning? 

 

 

Q. Do you agree that visualization is an intelligent step in 
the world of education? 

 
 

 
Figure. 5 Cognitive effects of visualization 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The purpose of this paper is to present a set of 
algorithms for rule extraction using direct and indirect 
methods and the use of Neural Network for 
classification. A direct method with simplification 
(DMS) to extract rules from data using a hash table is 
also developed. Apart from the rules, DMS can also 
produce the corresponding decision tree for each subset 
with predefined class value. The merge of the paths of 
all call values can produce the decision tree of the data. 
Therefore, DMS works as both direct and indirect 
method.  
For the indirect method a Decision Tree algorithm 
(DTA) is created from data using probabilities, aiming 
at creating on-demand an accurate decision tree (DT) 
from either data or a stable set of rules. 
The advantages of both of them to avoid redundant 
branches are presented. DMS is the ability to produce 
rules with a maximum number of conditions and 
prevention of subtree overlapping. Moreover, an 
incremental Backpropagation Neural Network (IBNN) 
is created using the instances of data grouping 
according to their predefined class. Comparisons show 
that   IBNN outperforms DMS. Simulation results are 
provided. 
 
KEYWORDS 
 
Data Mining, Neural Networks, Rule Extraction, In 
cremental Neural Network, Backpropagation. 
 
1 INTRODUCTION  
 
Decision Trees are one of the most popular 
techniques of data mining [3],[4],[5].  
In decision trees the input data set has one 
attribute called class C that takes a value from K 
discrete values 1,..,K  and a set of numeric and 
categorical attributes A1,..,Ap. [8]. 

Numerous techniques [1],[2] have been developed 
for the decision tree learning including 
parallelization and data partitioning.  
There are two types of DTs: the complete and the 
incomplete ones. In the incomplete type, there are 
subtrees where the repetition and replication are 
included [3]. Repetition is where an attribute is 
repeatedly tested along a given branch of three , 
e.i. age, and replication where duplicate subtrees 
exist within a tree , such as the subtree headed by 
the node “credit_rating” [3]. 
The number of attributes corresponds to the depth 
of the DT, which is an important factor 
contributing to the computational cost for tree-
growing. With the direct methods the algorithms 
extract the rules, one class at a time, for data sets 
that contain more than two classes.  
On the contrary, for the indirect methods, the DT 
is created first and the rules afterwards. Theorems 
that discover the possibility of a complete DT and 
the identification of don’t care attributes are 
developed. 
DMS can discover the rules with a number of 
conditions at most equal to the number of the 
attributes. It differs from the sequential covering 
algorithm [3] since it mainly works with attributes 
and their values. In addition, DMS can create a 
DT  for each predefined class value.  The merge of 
all the paths of different class values define the 
final DT.  
A Decision Tree algorithm is created from data 
using probabilities (DTA), and the goal is to create 
on-demand an accurate decision tree (DT). To 
avoid repetition or replication by discovering the 
do n’t care attributes, the criterion of elimination o 
branch (CEB) is also applied. CEB examines the 
cases of extensions for all probable partitions of an 
attribute. A Neural Network (NN) is a collection 
of units that are connected in some pattern to 
allow communication between units. When many 
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of these units are connected together, the complete 
network is capable of performing a complicated 
task. The training of a network by 
backpropagation involves three stages: the 
feedforword of the input training pattern, the 
calculation and the back propagation of the 
associated error, and the adjustment of the weights 
[6]. In [7] a constructive algorithm for binary 
classification problems has been developed. In this 
work an incremental back propagation NN 
(IBNN) is presented using the same learning 
method as DMS, by processing instances that 
belong to the same desired class.  
The article is organized as follows. Section 2, 3 
include the DT and set and subsets with 
instruction to terms for DMS.  Section 4 deals 
with DMS. Section 5 presents the DTA. Section 6, 
7 includes the NN and the IBNN.  Simulation 
results appear in Section 8. 
 
2 DT  
 
In decision trees [3],[4],[5] the input data     set 
has     one attribute called class C     that takes a 
value from   K   discrete   values 1, . . . , K, and a 
set of numeric and   categorical   attributesA1, .. . , 
Ap. The goal is to predict C given A1, . . . , Ap. A 
DT consists of nodes that are the attributes to be  
tested. 
Decision tree algorithms automatically split 
numeric attributes Ai into two ranges and they 
split categorical attributes Aj into two subsets at 
each node. Decision tree is used to find predictive 
rules combining numeric and categorical 
attributes.  The splitting process is recursively 
repeated until the end of data.  Split of  records is 
based on an attribute test that optimizes certain 
criterion (Greedy strategy). The multi-way split is 
used, where  there are as many partitions as 
distinct values. Nodes with homogeneous class 
distribution are preferred. In the incomplete DT 
there are subtrees where both  repetition and 
replication are included. Repetition happens when  
an attribute is repeatedly tested along a given 
branch.  
 
3  SET, SUBSETS 
Some definitions are needed for a set n of 
instances (records) that belong to different classes. 

There are two cases of any subset; the complete 
and incomplete. 
It is assumed that each combination of conditions 
has a unique class label 
Subset of instances: is the subset of instances for a 
definite value of class decision. 
a. Complete subset of values for an i attribute is 
when it contains all the values for all the other (j  
i) attributes for a subset of instances with the same 
predefined class. The complete subset also 
includes the case where a value of an attribute has 
the same predefined class for all the instances (the 
one condition rule). For the one condition rule the 
accuracy is 100%. Then the dataset for the DMS  
is reduced with all the instances that contain the 
attribute with the maximum accuracy.  
b. Incomplete subset of values for an i attribute is 
when it contains only some of the values for all 
the other (j  i) attributes for a subset of instances 
with the same predefined class. 
For the complete case,   the other  attributes  are 
eliminated and rules with only some conditions  
from a set of  k  attributes with k conditions only 
m, m<k remain in the rules.   
The records are sequentially divided into smaller 
subsets based on their outcomes. 
Predefined set of values of an i attribute (pset i ) is 
the set of all the values of  i attribute 
A complete set for a value of an attribute eliminate 
all  the others and the rule  is: ai=vi when  class 
=ck.               
Sub-branch : is the branch that comes from the 
same attribute value and ends up to a  predefined 
outcome.  
Example 3: Let’s consider a set of 14 instances for  
the triangles and squares dataset (with categorical 
and binary attributes). In this set there are two 
classes labels : (triangle and square) and three 
attributes: color(green, yellow, red), 
outline(dashed, solid), dot (yes. no). The set is as 
follows: 
     color     outline   dot   shape 
1   green    dashed    no    triangle 
2   green    dashed    yes   triangle 
3   yellow  dashed    no    square 
4   red        dashed   no     square 
5   red        solid      no     square 
6   red        solid      yes    triangle 
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7   green    solid      no     square  
8   green    dashed   no     triangle 
9   yellow   solid     yes    square  
10 red        solid      no     square 
11 green    solid      yes    square  
12 yellow  dashed   yes    square  
13 yellow  solid      no      square   
14 red       dashed   yes     triangle  
The color: yellow create a complete subset of 
instances with a predefined class value “square”. 

These instances contain “complete” set of values 

for the rest of the attributes outline (dashed, solid)   
and dot (yes,no). 
The other values of the color attribute (green, red)  
create  incomplete subsets can create one 
condition rules.  
One sub-branch is the branch that comes from the 
same attribute value (color=green) and ends up to 
predefined outcome.(shape=triangle). Another 
sub-branch with the same attribute value 
(color=green) and ends up other predefined 
outcome (shape=square). Both of them can create 
the branch of the (color=green)   
 
4 DMS  
 
The direct method with simplification (DMS) 
extracts rules directly from data as the sequential 
covering algorithm [1]. The criterion for deciding 
which class should be generated first (basic 
attribute) depends on the number of factors, the 
class prevalence or the cost of misclassifying 
records from a given class.  A hash table is used 
with m-1 hashes each for every attribute (except 
for the basic one). 
For the initialization the hi (i=1..n-1) have zero 
values for the i attribute with m indexes [0..0]. In 
the process when a record is read and  a change to 
a value of an attribute  (with index k) happens, this 
index  will take the value 1 and the vector 
becomes : [01..1k ..0m]. If   an attribute takes all the 
predefined values, the vector becomes [1…1] and 

this attribute is eliminated from the rule.  
Otherwise, the attributes with their values remain 
in the rule.  The DMS can also create a DT with 
updated nodes after the creation of the rule.  
Example 4: From the triangles and squares dataset, 
having the color as basic attribute, the vector has 
zero value before the start of the process. For:h1 = 

h(outline)=v1[ dashed, solid] = v1[0,0] (initial 
value).  If a record contains dashed outline then h1 
will become v1[1,0]. When all indexes have been 
referred (here: solid) then h1 vector becomes 
v1[1,1]. In that case the outline attribute is 
eliminated from the rule. 
The yellow node of the DT will be created and 
connected with the color (root).  
The DMS pseudocode is as follows: 
DMS  Input : k: # of records(instances), m: # of i 
attributes, ni = # values for i attributes , seti : the 
set of variables of i attribute from the subset 
records , pseti: is the predefined set of variables 
for the i attribute from a subset of records  
Output: rules for each class   ,and the DT   
define the basic attribute and the order of the 
attributes that will be processed.   
define the subset of records of the desired outcome 
sort the values  of the basic attribute (i.e. color)  
//test if there is the one condition rule). 
for each class 
  if (for the desired outcome (ck) there is an 
attribute with the same value(attri =valm)  
     { there is one condition rule 
        create  node with attri   
        connect with root} 
  consider a hash table with m-1 hash functions  
  initialization of the vectors of hash functions 
(one for each attribute)  
  while (not end of the subset records)   
     { read  records                                                                                                                    
        update vectors of (m-1) attributes 
        //for (values of i attribute = ni) 
        if ((pseti = seti)  || (vi = 1s)) //for all the  
                attributes except the basic          
              { the attri is eliminated 
               update the rules –complete rule- 
               create the new node and the path 
               } 
        if ((pseti = seti)  || (vi = 1s) -for i  
            attributes- )  ((psetj  setj) (for j  i)        
           {update the hash vectors  with the new 
                        values of attributes  
             update the rules  -non complete rule- 
             create the new node and the path (the  
                   conditions ) 
           } 
      } 
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     print the rules  
   } 
Example 5: Let us consider the set of records for 
“Triangles and Squares”. The attributes: color 
(green, red, yellow), outline (dashed, solid), 
dot(yes,no) and decision for shape is triangle or 
square. After sorting in regards of color attribute 
and picking up the instances with triangle, the list 
with the three nodes will be: 
Color   outline   dot shape, Green   dashed no    
triangle, Green   dashed yes   triangle 
From the two instances after the dot 
simplification, the rule becomes: green, dashed -> 
triangle 
Example 6: The main attribute “color” has been 

picked up. Two are the subsets of the data : the 
shape = triangle and the shape = square. The first 
subset: shape = triangle is: 
color=green outline= dashed dot=no => 
shape=triangle                                         (1) 
color=green outline= dashed dot=yes => 
shape=triangle                                         (2) 
color=green outline= dashed dot=no => 
shape=triangle                                          (3) 
from (1), (2) :  color=green and outline = dashed 
=> shape=triangle                             (a) 
The (3)  remain as it is. This is the first sub-branch 
for (color=green) and shape= triangle) 
For the second subset (shape= square) after sorting 
of color, with color=green there are complete set 
of the values of the other attributes (outline and 
dot). So the rule is eliminated to: if color=yellow 
then shape =square  
color=yellow outline= dashed dot=no => 
shape=square   
color=yellow outline= solid    dot=yes => 
shape=square  
color=yellow outline= dashed dot=yes=> 
shape=square   
color=yellow outline= solid    dot=no  => 
shape=square   
From all the above instances the rule is eliminated 
to: if color=yellow then shape =square.  
If the work continues with the second outcome( 
shape=square) then form the square subset with 
color= green we can similarly get : 
color=green outline= solid  dot=no => 
shape=square                                                (4) 

color=green outline= solid  dot=yes => 
shape=square                                             (5) 
from (4),(5) color=green and  outline= solid => 
shape=square                                                 (b) 
From (1),..,(5) means that a node with both  root 
=color and value =green,  a new node that has 
three triangles and  four squares can be created. 
Hence, the decision subtree T: root and attribute 
value = green can be created. Therefore, using the 
root =color the branches ((a),(b)) for each attribute 
value can be created  from  each subset of  the 
desired outcome. This is the second sub-branch for 
(color=green) and shape=square) 
Theorem 1: With DMS it is not possible to have 
maximum size of conditions greater than the 
number of attribute. DMS also provide DT with 
no repetitions. 
Proof: This is because for each attribute only one 
value can be selected from any record. In addition 
it is not possible to have repetitions.                                                                                     
For the final DT merge of rules is needed. This is 
achieved by adding all the other rules in the initial 
DT (the DT from the first subset). If the node 
exists and there is a new condition then a new 
subpath for another class value is created. 
 
5 DTA 
 
The DTA is based on the “most informative” 

attribute. It uses the criterion of maximum 
probability and can be created in the following 
phases: 
Phase 1: Discover the root (i) (from all the 
attributes) 
P(EAi) =  

AiCi

AiCipAip )/(*)(    ,                         

where Ai :  the attributes of the tuples and Ci  the 
classes (attribute test).  MP = max (P(EAi))  //max 
attribute test criterion 
Phase 2: split the data into smaller subsets, so that 
the partition to be as pure as possible using the 
same formula.  The measure of nodes impurity is 
the MP. Continue until the end of the attributes.  
There is a stopping criterion for expanding a node 
when all records belong to the same class. 
 
DTA : Input : training data 
Output: decision tree 
1. define root node  (phase 1) 
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2. discover the branches from root  
while (! end of the attributes) 
  {3. splitting the attribute (phase 2)   } 
 
Example 7:  
Weather   parents    money    decision   
Sunny        yes           rich        cinema 
Sunny        no             rich        Tennis 
….. 
Windy        no             rich        cinema 
….. 
                          
P(E) =  (5/10)*(5/10) + (5/10)*(1/10) = 0.3   
(phase 1) 
Weather: class, P(E) = (3/10)*(1/10) + 
(4/10)*(3/10) + (3/10)*(2/10) = 0.21 
The CEB, is used to eliminate redundant branches. 
It is a prepruning approach [1]. It can be used also 
in phase2 (splitting the attribute) of DTA in order 
to avoid the repetitions or replications. 
For an attribute (attr1) with value v1, if there are 
tuples from attr2 that have all the values in 
relation with v1 (of attr1) then the attr2 is named 
as: do n’t care attribute (see Example8). 
The way of discovering the existence of don’t care 

attributes is developed by using conditional 
probabilities. 
PCEB = P(A1 =a1,…, A|A| = a|A| | C=ci) = 





||

1

)|(
A

i
jii cCaAp  

A branch is eliminated when the PCEB  0. The 
CEB criterion can determine the existence of a 
small DT avoiding repetitions and replications.  
The criterion of Elimination of Branch (CEB): 
states that if the P CEB= 0, between two attributes 
(A1, A2) then A2 is don’t care attribute.  The CEB 

criterion is valid when P CEB  0.  A branch is 
eliminated when the   P CEB  0. If PCEB =0 new 
partitions have to be included in the DT. 
Considering all the above the CEB is used to 
develop the DT so that repetition or replication is 
avoided. The next theorem can provide the 
possibility of the existence of a complete DT in 
advance given the data or the rules. 
Theorem 2:  The CEB criterion can determine the 
existence of a small DT with the best accuracy 
(100%, or complete) avoiding repetitions and 
replications.  

Proof: Because, if CEB criterion is valid  
discourage the repetition                                                                                                
Example 8:  
Age    Has_job  Own-house  Credit-rating  class  
Young  false           False               fair           No 
Young  false           False            Good          No 
Young  True            False           Good          Yes   
Young  True           True                fair          Yes 
Middle  True           True             Good         Yes 
Old       false           true              Excellent    Yes 
 …….. 
Of the DT (with own_house as a root)   it is not 
necessary to have more extension with the 
attribute of age for all the probable partitions 
(“young”,” middle”, “old”). PCEB = P(A1 =a1,…, 

A|A| = a|A| | C=ci) = P(age =young , 
own_house=”y” | C=”yes”) =P(age =young  | 

C=”yes”) * P(own_house=”y” | C=”yes”) = 2/5 * 

6/9   0.  
From the above since PCEB 0 there is  a direct 
path from root to decision (Yes), without 
considering the age attribute. 
Both DMS and DTA try to discover complete 
trees avoiding repetitions, by using pseti 
(predefined set of variables for an i attribute) for 
DMS and PCEB for DTA. 
 
6 NEURAL NETWORKS  
 
DT is a very popular and practical approach for 
pattern classification. DTs have many pros 
(comprehensible, easy to design and implement) 
but also some cons (many become very large for 
complex problems, difficult to know the true 
concept, and too many rules to be understood by 
human users).  
To avoid the cons of DT and for classification 
reasons, a Neural Network can be used. 
For the NN, the test data set and the training data 
set should be disjoint (so that test data are not used 
during training). The knowledge of the solved task 
resides in the network’s weight. The number of 
neurons on the input layer corresponds to the 
number of attributes that represent a sample. One 
output unit, on the output layer, may be used to 
represent exactly one class. The back propagation 
algorithm is in wide use because it learns by 
adapting its weight using the generalized delta rule 
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which attempts to minimize the squared error 
between what is the desired network output and 
the actual network output. During learning it 
continually cycles through the data until the error 
is at a low enough value for the task to be 
considered solved. In this work a backpropagation  
NN with a single hidden layer is used since this 
architecture can represent any continuous mapping 
of the form y=f(x). The weights are updated after 
each pattern presentation [5]. 
 
7 INCREMANTAL BACKPROPAGATION 
NEURAL NETWORK   
 
For each rule created from the DMS a NN can be 
created. In knowledge extraction using DMS, the 
network is initially trained with the training data 
set of the preselected output.  From these data the 
network is created with another data set which 
only contains input samples. For the constructive 
algorithm, an initial structure is considered by 
having one unit in the hidden layer. A training 
technique, working with a group based on  their 
class, is introduced in order to avoid time and 
space complexity. It learns by adapting the weight 
using the delta rule which attempts to minimize 
the squared error. Following training, the 
network’s weights are fixed and the network can 

then be used to classify an unknown pattern. The 
training for the new network is based on the newly 
added instances and freezing the previous weight. 
By working with class groups’ instances the rules 
created by DMS are tried to be used in NN.  In 
case that there is no improvement with the weight 
change, a new unit (neuron) is added into the 
hidden layer.   
 
  
8 SIMULATION 
Four experiments are provided as follows: 

 
1. ID3 vs DMS : DMS extract rules for car data 
faster than ID3 (Figure 1).  ID3 needs to create the 
tree first and then to produce the rules. 
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               Figure 1.  ID3 vs DMS 
 
2. ID3 vs DTA: using the data set “iris”.  DTA 

results are slightly better than the ones of ID3. 
(Figure 2). 
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                   Figure  2.  ID3 vs DTA 
 

3. DMS vs IBNN: DMS first creates the rules for the 
wine dataset, then the DT,  and after that reads  the 
tree to decide for classification (Figure 3). The IBNN 
can get answer for classification faster.  
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             Figure 3.  DMS vs IBNN for speed 
 
4. DMS vs IBNN:  IBNN has better accuracy than 
DMS (Figure 4). 
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            Figure 4.  DMS vs IBNN for accuracy 
 
 
9 CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this project is threefold. First, there 
is a new algorithm (DMS) for extraction rules from 
data and creation of a DT . Second, DTA a direct 
method for DTs based on probabilities .  The PCEB 
criterion can minimize the height of the DT. Third, 
there is construction of an incremental 
backpropagation neural network (IBNN) algorithm 
for  classification. The IBNN works like DMS with 
grouped instances, according to the desired output. 
DMS outperforms ID3. DMS provides rules with 
conditions at most equal to the number of attributes 
and it can also create a DT. For DTA, a criterion 
for avoiding repetition of branches has  been 
developed.  IBNN, having an initial architecture, 
changes the weights and adds new units when 
processing the instances until the final desired 
structure and output is reached. Future work will 
focus on Neural Networks and SVM.   
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